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Editor’s Note

Jim Wiandt
Editor
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Jim Wiandt
Editor

Long the neglected stepchild of asset classes, suddenly fixed income is “it.” Although 
recent returns for the asset class as a whole have towered over those of equities, 
certain of the more scandalous fixed-income instruments have also been at the very 

center of the global meltdown. Or the beatdown, or recession or depression, or whatever 
you’d like to call the current unpleasantness. It’s all about bonds these days.

Indeed, completely flouting conventional wisdom, Rob Arnott demonstrates in this issue 
that bonds (the long-term variety) have outperformed equity over the past 40 years. Yes, 
you heard that right—40 years. So much for the idea that equities are a “sure thing” if you 
hold them long enough. Of course, whether or not that performance holds for the next 40 
years is another question entirely, but Arnott thinks that may not be such a wild idea.

Following that attention-grabbing lead, we’ve got a lineup of some of the best and 
brightest minds around fixed-income index investing. First up is Ken Volpert, who runs 
all fixed income at Vanguard, with a debriefing on all of the excitement around fixed 
income from the fall of 2008. Following that, the Barclays Capital team (now the historic 
brain trust for fixed-income indexes) examines the state of the fixed-income market and 
includes their thoughts on where the industry is heading. 

Next up is a real treat: 10 questions with Jack Malvey, the longtime director of the 
highly respected fixed-income research team at Lehman Brothers (which is now, of 
course, a part of BarCap). Jack’s got a lot to say, and he knows what he’s talking about.

After that we have a submission from Stephan Flagel and Neil Wardley of Markit, a 
fixed-income index upstart that is challenging the long-standing hegemony of the single-
pricing source fixed-income index. 

Rounding out the issue is S&P’s David Blitzer, who reminds us that, as an economist, 
his expertise extends beyond a certain 500 equities to include bonds, debt and the 
economy in general; and The Curmudgeon, who explores the profound linkage between 
fixed-income securities and … baseball. 

So now that fixed income has got your attention, you’ve got a whole issue of JoI to 
help sate your appetite for it.

Welcome To The Fast 
Lane, Fixed Income
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Investors may have some misconceptions about fixed income

Bonds: Why Bother?

By Robert Arnott
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For four decades, from time to time, we hear this ques-
tion: Why bother with bonds at all? Bond skeptics 
generally point out that stocks have beaten bonds 

by 5 percentage points a year for many decades, and that 
stock returns mean-revert, so that the true long-term inves-
tor enjoys that higher return with little additional risks in 
20-year and longer annualized returns.

Recent events provide a powerful reminder that the risk 
premium is unreliable and that mean reversion cuts both 
ways; indeed, those 5 percent excess returns, earned in the 
auspicious circumstances of rising price-to-earnings ratios 
and rising bond yields, are a fast-fading memory, to which 
too many investors cling, in the face of starkly contradictory 
evidence. Most observers, whether bond skeptics or advo-
cates, would be shocked to learn that the 40-year excess 
return for stocks, relative to holding and rolling ordinary 
20-year Treasury bonds, is not even zero. 

Zero “risk premium”1? For 40 years? Who would have 
thought this possible?

Most investors use bonds as part of their investment tool 
kit for two reasons: They ostensibly provide diversification, 
and they reduce our risk. They’re typically not used in our 
quest for lofty returns. Most investors expect their stock 
holdings to outpace their bonds over any reasonably long 
span of time. Let’s consider these two core beliefs of modern 
investing: the reliability of stocks as the higher-return asset 
class and the efficacy of bonds in portfolio diversification 
and in risk reduction. On careful inspection, we find many 
misconceptions in these core views of modern finance.

Also, the bond indexes themselves are generally seen as 
efficient portfolios, much the same as the stock indexes. We’ll 
consider whether this view is sensible by examining the effi-
ciency of the bond indexes themselves, and speculate on what 
all of this means for the future of bond index funds and ETFs.

The Death Of The Risk 
Premium? 

It’s now well-known 
that stocks have pro-
duced negative returns for 
just over a decade. Real 
returns for capitalization-
weighted U.S. indexes, 
like the S&P 500 Index, 
are now negative over 
any span starting 1997 or 
later. People fret about 
our “lost decade” for 
stocks, with good reason, 
but they underestimate 
the carnage. Even this 
simple real return anal-
ysis ignores our oppor-
tunity cost. Starting any 
time we choose from 1979 
through 2008, the inves-
tor in 20-year Treasuries 
(consistently rolling to the 

nearest 20-year bond and reinvesting income) beats the 
S&P 500 investor. In fact, from the end of February 1969 
through February 2009, despite the grim bond collapse 
of the 1970s, our 20-year bond investors win by a nose. 
We’re now looking at a lost 40 years!

Where’s our birthright … our 5 percent equity risk pre-
mium? Aren’t we entitled to a “win” with stocks, by about 
5 percent per year, as long as our time horizon is at least 
10 or 20 years? In early 2000, Ron Ryan and I wrote a paper 
entitled “The Death of the Risk Premium,”2 which was ulti-
mately published in early 2001. It was greeted with some 
derision at the time, and some anger as the excess returns 
for stocks soon swung sharply negative. Now, it finally gets 
some respect, arguably a bit late …

It’s hard to imagine that bonds could ever have outpaced 
stocks for 40 years, but there is precedent. Figure 1 shows 
the wealth of a stock investor, relative to a bond investor. 
From 1802 to February 2009, the line rises nearly 150-fold.3 

This doesn’t mean that the stock investor profited 150-fold 
over the past 200 years. Stocks actually did far better than 
that, giving us about 4 million times our money in 207 years. 
But bonds gave us 27,000 times our money over the same 
span. So, the investor holding a broad U.S. stock market 
portfolio was 150 times wealthier than an investor holding 
U.S. bonds over this 207-year span. So far, so good.

That 150-fold relative wealth works out to a 2.5-percent-
age-point-per-year advantage for the stock market inves-
tor, almost exactly matching the historical average ex ante 
expected risk premium that Peter Bernstein and I derived in 
2002 in “What Risk Premium Is ‘Normal’?” Those who expect 
a 5 percent risk premium from their stock market invest-
ments, relative to bonds, either haven’t studied enough mar-
ket history—a charitable interpretation—or have forgotten 
some basic arithmetic—a less charitable view.

Figure 1

Stocks For The Long Run
How Long Is The Long Run, Anyway?

1,000.0

Stock vs Bond, Cumulative Relative Performance, Dec. 1801–Feb. 2009

100.0

10.0

1.0

0.1

1801 1821 1841 1861 1881 1901 1921 1941 1961 1981 2001

Source: Standard & Poor’s, Ibbotson Associates, Cowles Commission and Schwert

68-Year Span, 1803-71,
Bonds Beat Stocks

20-Year Span, 
1929-49,

Bonds Beat Stocks

41-Year Span, 
1968-2009,

Bonds Beat Stocks

— Equity vs 20-Year Bond Relative Return   – – Last High-Water Mark
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A 2.5 percentage point advantage over two centuries com-
pounds mightily over time. But it’s a thin enough differential 
that it gives us a heck of a ride. 

•  From 1803 to 1857,4 stocks floundered, giving the equi-
ty investor one-third of the wealth of the bond holder; 
by 1871, that shortfall was finally recovered. Oh, by the 
way, there was a bit of a war—or three—in between. 
Forget relative wealth if you owned Confederate States 
of America stocks or bonds. Most observers would be 
shocked to learn that there was ever a 68-year span with 
no excess return for stocks over bonds. 

• Stocks continued their bumpy ride, delivering impres-
sive returns for investors, over and above the returns 
available in bonds, from 1857 until 1929. This 72-year 
span was long enough to lull new generations of inves-
tors into wondering “why bother with bonds?” Which 
brings us to 1929.

• The crash of 1929–32 reminded us, once again, that 
stocks can hurt us, especially if our starting point 
involves dividend yields of less than 3 percent and P/E 
ratios north of 20x. It took 20 years for the stock mar-
ket investor to loft past the bond investor again, and to 
achieve new relative-wealth peaks.

• Then again, between 1932 and 2000, we experienced 
another 68-year span in which stocks beat bonds rea-
sonably relentlessly, and we were again persuaded that, 
for the long-term investor, stocks are the preferred low-
risk investment. Indeed, stocks were seen as so very low 
risk that we tolerated a 1 percent yield on stocks, at a 
time when bond yields were 6 percent and even TIPS 
yields were north of 4 percent.

• From the peak in 2000 to year-end 2008, the equity 
investor lost nearly three-fourths of his or her wealth, 
relative to the investor in long Treasuries.

It’s also striking to note that, even setting aside the oppor-

tunity cost of forgoing bond yields, share prices themselves, 
measured in real terms, are usually struggling to recover a 
past loss, rather than lofting to new highs. Figure 2 shows 
the price-only return for U.S. stocks, using S&P and Ibbotson 
from 1926 through February 2009, the Cowles Commission 
data from 1871–1925, and Schwert data5 from 1802–1870. 
Out of the past 207 years, stocks have spent 173 years—
more than 80 percent of the time—either faltering from old 
highs or clawing back to recover past losses. And that only 
includes the lengthy spans in which markets needed 15 years 
or more to reach a new high.

Most observers will probably think that it’s been a long 
time since we last had this experience. Not true. In real, infla-
tion-adjusted terms, the 1965 peak for the S&P 500 was not 
exceeded until 1993, a span of 28 years. That’s 28 years in 
which—in real terms—we earned only our dividend yield … 
or less. This is sobering history for the legions who believe 
that, for stocks, dividends don’t really matter.

If we choose to examine this from a truly bleak glass-half-
empty perspective, we might even explore the longest spans 
between a market top and the very last time that price level 
is subsequently seen, typically in some deep bear market in 
the long-distant future. Of course, it’s not entirely fair to look 
at returns from a major market peak to some future major 
market trough.6 Still, it’s an interesting comparison. 

Consider 1802 again. As Figure 3 shows, the 1802 market 
peak was first exceeded in 1834—after a grim 32-year span 
encompassing a 12-year bear market, in which we lost almost 
half our wealth, and a 21-year bull market.7 The peak of 1802 
was not convincingly exceeded until 1877, a startling 75 
years later. After 1877, we left the old share price levels of 
1802 far behind; those levels were exceeded more than five-
fold by the top of the 1929 bull market. By some measures, 
we might consider this span, 1857–1929, to have been a 
seven-decade bull market, albeit with some nasty interrup-

tions along the way. 
The crash of 1929–32 

then delivered a surprise 
that has gone unnoticed, 
as far as I’m aware, for the 
past 76 years. Note that the 
drop from 1929–32 was so 
severe that share prices, 
expressed in real terms, 
briefly dipped below 1802 
levels. This means that our 
own U.S. stock market his-
tory exhibits a 130-year 
span in which real share 
prices were flat—albeit 
with many swings along 
the way—and so delivered 
only the dividend to the 
stock market investor. 
The 20th century gives us 
another such span. From 
the share price peak in 
1905, we saw bull and bear 

Figure 2

Stock Price Appreciation, Net Of Inflation

1801 1821 1841 1861 1881 1901 1921 1941 1961 1981 2001

Source: Standard & Poor’s, Ibbotson Associates, Cowles Commission and Schwert

— Real Stock Price Index    – – Last High-Water Mark

10,000.0

1,000.0

100.0

10.0

Stock Price-Only Real Return, Growth of $100, Dec. 1801–Feb. 2009

28 Years,  
1965-93,

No New High

32-Year Span, 
1802-34,

No New High

44-Year Span, 1835-79,
One Small New High

17 Years,  
1881-98,
No New 

High

22 Years,  
1906-28,

No New High

30 Years,  
1929-59,

No New High
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markets aplenty, but the 
bear market of 1982 (and 
the accompanying stagfla-
tion binge) saw share pric-
es in real terms fall below 
the levels first reached in 
1905—a 77-year span with 
no price appreciation in 
U.S. stocks.

Stocks for the long run? 
L-o-n-g run, indeed! A mere 
20 percent additional drop 
from February 2009 levels 
would suffice to push the 
real level of the S&P 500 
back down to 1968 levels. A 
decline of 45 percent from 
February 2009 levels—
heaven forfend!—would 
actually bring us back to 
1929 levels, in real infla-
tion-adjusted terms.

My point in exploring 
this extended stock market history is to demonstrate that the 
widely accepted notion of a reliable 5 percent equity risk pre-
mium is a myth. Over this full 207-year span, the average stock 
market yield and the average bond yield have been nearly 
identical. The 2.5 percentage point difference in returns had 
two sources: Inflation averaging 1.5 percent trimmed the real 
returns available on bonds, while real earnings and dividend 
growth averaging 1.0 percent boosted the real returns on 

stocks. Today, the yields are again nearly identical. Does that 
mean that we should expect history’s 2.5 percentage point 
excess return or the 5 percent premium that most investors 
expect? As Peter Bernstein and I suggested in 2002, it’s hard 
to construct a scenario that delivers a 5 percent risk premium 
for stocks, relative to Treasury bonds, except from the troughs 
of a deep depression, unless we make some rather aggressive 
assumptions. This remains true to this day.

Figure 3

The Longest Spans Lacking Real Stock Price Appreciation

Source: Standard & Poor’s, Ibbotson Associates, Cowles Commission and Schwert 

— Real Stock Price Index    – – Last High-Water Mark

Stock Price-Only Real Return, Growth of $100, Dec. 1801–Feb. 2009

1801 1821 1841 1861 1881 1901 1921 1941 1961 1981 2001

10,000.0

1,000.0

100.0

10.0

130 Years, 1802-1932,
Zero Real Price Change

77 Years,  
1905-82,
Zero Real 

Price Change

57 Years,  
1929-86,
Zero Real 

Price Change

The Take-No-Prisoners Crash Of 2008 
 September/October 2008 Asset Class Returns

Figure 4

October  
Monthly Rank 

Since 1988

September / October 
2008 Return

2-Month  
ReturnAsset Category

Source: Research Affiliates

-45.00 -40.00 -35.00 -30.00 -25.00 -20.00 -15.00 -10.00 -5.00 0.00
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MSCI Emerging Equity TR Index 2nd Worst -41.02%
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DJ-AIG Commodities TR Index Worst -30.41%
Russell 2000 Equity TR Index Worst -30.29%
S&P/TSX 60 TR Index Worst -27.69%
ML Convertible Bond Index Worst -26.78%
S&P 500 TR Index Worst -25.35%
Barclays US High Yield Index Worst -22.62%
JPMorgan Emerging Mrkt Bond Index 2nd Worst -21.45%
Barclays Long Credit Index Worst -18.57%
Credit Suisse Leveraged Loans Index Worst -17.32%
JPMorgan Emerging Local Mrkts Index Worst -12.21%
Barclays US TIPS Index Worst -12.19%
Barclays Aggregate Bond Index 4th Worst -3.67%
ML 1-3 Yr Government/Credit Index 29th Worst -0.60%
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Bonds And Diversification
If 2008–09 teaches us anything, it’s the truth in the old 

adage: “The only thing that goes up in a market crash is 
correlation.” Diversification is overrated, especially when 
we need it most. In our asset allocation work for North 
American clients, we model the performance of 16 differ-
ent asset classes. In September 2008, how many of these 
asset classes gave us a positive return? Zero. How often had 
that happened before in our entire available history? Never. 
During that bleak month, the average loss for these 16 asset 
classes—including many asset classes that are historically 
safe, low-volatility markets—was 8 percent. Had that hap-

pened before? Yes; in August 1998, during the collapse of 
Long Term Capital Management (LTCM), the average loss was 
9 percent. But, after the LTCM collapse, more than half of the 
damage was recovered in the very next month!

By contrast, in the aftermath of the September 2008 
meltdown, we had the October crash. During October, how 
many of these asset classes gave us a positive return? None. 
Zero. Nada. How often had that happened before in our 
entire available history? Only once … in the previous month. 
How bad was the carnage in October 2008? The average loss 
was 14 percent. Had so large an average loss ever been seen 
before? No. As is evident in Figure 4, October 2008 was the 
worst single month in 20 years for three-fourths of the 16 
asset classes shown. For most, it was the worst single month 
in the entire history at our disposal.

The aftermath of the September–October 2008 crash was, 
unsurprisingly, a period of picking through the carnage to 
find the surviving “walking wounded.” As Figure 5 shows, the 
markets began a sorting-out process in November/December 
2008. Some markets—the safe havens with little credit risk or 
liquidity risk—were deemed to have been hit too hard, and 
recovered handily. Others—the markets that are sensitive to 
default risk or economic weakness—were found wanting, suf-
fering additional damage as a consequence of their vulnerabil-
ity to a now-expected major recession. The range between the 
winners and the losers was over 3,000 basis points, nearly as 
wide as in the crash months of September/October, but more 
symmetrically around an average of roughly zero.

By the time the year had ended, bonds were both the 
best-performing assets and among the worst-performing 
assets. Consider Figure 6. The best-performing market on 
this list was long-duration stripped Treasuries—an asset class 

Figure 6
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used in many LDI strategies—rising over 50 percent in that 
benighted year. The worst-performing asset is a shocker. It’s 
an absolute-return strategy—represented as a way to protect 
assets in times of turbulence—that takes short positions in 
stocks and long positions in bonds! In a year when the bond 
aggregates rose 5 percent and stocks crashed 37 percent, 
this strategy leverages that winning spread. Investors used 
these convertible arbitrage hedge fund strategies as a source 
of absolute returns, a safe haven especially in a severe bear 
market, and got an absolute horror show. 

Of course, it was unhelpful that the Convertible Bond 
Index went from 100 basis points below Treasury yields to 
(briefly) 2,400 basis points above Treasury yields. Nor was 
the brief SEC prohibition on short-selling over 1,000 differ-
ent stocks helpful. Now, as the convertible arb hedge funds 
deal with their clients’ mass exodus, the convertible bonds 
are looking for a new home; after all, even if these hedge 
funds are disappearing, their assets are not. 

In 2008, the markets demonstrated that bond catego-
ries can be far more diverse and less correlated with one 
another than most investors previously believed. Indeed, in 
2008, that was arguably even more true for bonds than for 
the broad stock market categories. 

The Efficacy Of Bonds
This brings us to the second core belief of most inves-

tors: the efficacy of bonds for diversification and risk 
reduction. One little-known fact is that the classic 60/40 
balanced portfolio has roughly a 98 percent correlation 
with stocks. Figure 7 shows the monthly returns for a 60 
percent S&P 500/40 percent BarCap Aggregate portfolio 
against the returns for the S&P 500 over the past 40 years. 
The 60/40 portfolio gave us 38 percent less risk than the 
S&P 500. A 38 percent allocation to T-bills would have 
served as well for risk reduction. 

However, the 60/40 
portfolio gave us an inter-
cept (at zero stock mar-
ket return) of 2.0 percent 
per annum, 1.4 percent 
better than a 38 percent 
T-bill allocation would 
have delivered. These data 
clearly show that—at least 
over the past 40 years—the 
BarCap Aggregate has been 
a far better way to reduce 
portfolio risk than cash. 
The slope of the yield curve 
is usually steep enough that 
the bonds do reward us 
well beyond their theoreti-
cal position on the CAPM 
market line. 

Diversification is anoth-
er matter. Let’s assume that 
the goal of diversification is 
to reduce our risk by tak-

ing on new, uncorrelated risks in order to seek equitylike 
returns at bondlike risk—our industry’s holy grail—rather 
than merely to invest some of our money in low-volatility 
markets.8 Most would suggest that other risky assets should 
serve this purpose—if they offer an uncorrelated risk premi-
um (e.g., if that risk premium is related to risk, not to beta). 
Conventional mainstream bonds do not serve us well in this 
regard, though many alternative bond categories do offer 
something closer to this definition of true diversification.

Consider Figure 8, which is a classic risk/reward chart 
spanning the 10 years from March 1999 through February 
2009. Thankfully, nothing on this graph offers equitylike 
return, other than stocks themselves: Everything else has 
performed far better. Much as we just determined, our 
60/40 investor did barely better than the linear capital 
market line suggests (although stocks dragged our 60/40 
investor perilously near the zero-return line for the 10 
years ended February 2009). But, the conventional bonds 
(represented by the BarCap Aggregate) bring our risk 

Figure 7

Does Classic 60/40 Diversify Or Merely Reduce Our Risk?
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down more because of their own low volatility rather than 
because of an uncorrelated risk premium. 

Over this decade, we had an array of asset classes at 
our disposal, many of which produced respectable returns; 
one even edged into double digits. A naive portfolio hold-
ing all of these asset classes equally would have delivered 
5 percentage points more return, at a lower volatility, 
than our 60/40 investor. We can achieve true diversifica-
tion by holding multiple risky markets with uncorrelated 
risk premia, and so lower our risk without simply relying 
on low-volatility markets. Achieving true diversification 
requires broadening our horizons well beyond conven-
tional allocations to stocks resembling the S&P 500 and 
bonds resembling the BarCap Aggregate. Mainstream 
bonds alone don’t get us there.

The Problem With Bond Indexes
Let’s finally examine the mean-variance efficiency of the 

bond indexes. In 2001, Argentina’s debt swelled beyond 
20 percent of the major Emerging Markets Bond indexes. 
Mohamed El-Erian, then manager of Pimco’s Emerging 
Markets Bond product suite, was repeatedly asked by other 
investors and observers, “How can you have no holdings 
in Argentina when it’s over 20 percent of your benchmark 
index?” He famously replied, “because it’s over 20 percent of 
the index and yet its fundamentals are rapidly deteriorating.” 
Why buy bonds from issuers that have already borrowed 
more than they can hope to repay? And yet, the more debt 
that a company or country issues, the more that a market-val-
ue-weighted bond index will “own” of that company’s debt. 
El-Erian’s succinct observation is kindred to the oft-cited 
cliché that banks will only lend you money if you don’t need 
it.9 The bond investor’s favorite investment ought to be with 
a borrower who can readily afford to repay the debt.

The thoughtful observer will notice that, in this regard, 
bond indexes are no different from any other indexes. 
Consider when Cisco was nearly 4 percent of the S&P 500 
(with barely 20,000 employees worldwide) and Nortel 
exceeded 30 percent of the Canadian market—both at the 
peak of the Tech bubble in 2000; consider when GM and 
Ford together comprised 12 percent of the U.S. High-Yield 

Bond Index in 2006, and when Yukos was 17 percent of 
the Russian stock market in 2003. In each case, that hefty 
weight reflected (among other things) the fact that the 
price was—with the blessings of hindsight—far too high, 
masking troubles that became evident quickly enough.

Let’s start with the simple precept that we want to own 
more of any assets that we expect will deliver the highest 
returns. If that’s so, then if we own twice as much of an 
asset that has recently doubled in price—as we do in our 
cap-weighted index portfolios—the asset logically must 
be more attractive after doubling than it was at half the 
price. Such is the “Alice in Wonderland” logic of conven-
tional cap-weighted indexes. 

One difference between stock and bond investors is that 
bond investors viscerally understand that if a creditor issues 
more debt, we don’t necessarily want to own more of that 
issuer’s debt. By contrast, many equity market investors are 
comfortable with the idea that our allocation to a stock dou-
bles if the share price doubles; most bond investors are not. 
This is one of the reasons that bond index funds have not 
caught on nearly to the extent that stock index funds have. 

Our research on the Fundamental Index® concept, as 
applied to bonds, underscores the widely held view in the 
bond community that we should not choose to own more 
of any security just because there’s more of it available to 
us.10 Figure 9 plots four different Fundamental Index port-
folios (weighted on sales, profits, assets and dividends) in 
investment-grade bonds (green), high-yield bonds (blue) and 
emerging markets sovereign debt (yellow).11 Most of these 
have lower volatility and higher return than the cap-weighted 
benchmark (marked with a red dot). And, the composite of 
the four indexes (marked with a grey dot) has better risk or 
reward characteristics than the average of the single-metric 
noncap indexes. Unsurprisingly, the opportunity to add value 
is greatest in emerging markets, substantial in high yield 
and less impressive in investment-grade debt, where the gap 
between fair value and price is likely to be small.

Investors clearly want index exposure to bond markets 
(bond index funds and ETFs), but are wary of the fact 
that conventional bond indexes will load up on the most 
aggressive borrowers’ bonds. Index products can be con-
structed in ways that make the portfolio less vulnerable to 
the indexers’ Achilles’ heel: overrelying on the overvalued 
and vulnerable assets. The Fundamental Index concept 
is an elegant and simple way to do so. Equally weighted 
portfolios, minimum variance portfolios, maximum diver-
sification portfolios and other structured products may do 
as well, or even perhaps better. But, the key is to get the 
price out of the weighting formula.

Conclusion
We manage assets in an equity-centric world. In the pages 

of the Wall Street Journal, Financial Times and other financial 
presses, we see endless comparisons of the best equity 
funds, value funds, growth funds, large-cap funds, mid-cap 
funds, small-cap funds, international equity funds, sector 
funds, international regional funds and so forth. Balanced 
funds get some grudging acknowledgment. Bond funds are 

Figure 9
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treated almost as the dull cousin, hidden in the attic.
This is no indictment of the financial press. They deliver 

the information that their readers demand, and bonds are—
at first blush—less interesting. The same holds true for 
401(k) offerings, which are overwhelmingly equity-centric. 

If 80–90 percent of the offerings provided to our employees 
are equity market strategies, is it any surprise that 80–90 
percent of their assets are invested in stocks? And is it any 
surprise that they now feel angry and misled?

Many cherished myths drive our industry’s equity-centric 
worldview. The events of 2008 are shining a spotlight, for 
professionals and retail investors alike, on the folly of relying 
on false dogma. 

• For the long-term investor, stocks are supposed to add 
5 percent per year over bonds. They don’t. Indeed, for 
10 years, 20 years, even 40 years, ordinary long-term 
Treasury bonds have outpaced the broad stock market.

• For the long-term investor, stock markets are supposed 
to give us steady gains, interrupted by periodic bear 
markets and occasional jolts like 1987 or 2008. The 
opposite—long periods of disappointment, interrupted 
by some wonderful gains—appears to be more accurate.

• For the long-term investor, mainstream bonds are 
supposed to reduce our risk and provide useful 
diversification, which can improve our long-term 
risk-adjusted returns. While they clearly reduce our 
risk, there are far more powerful ways to achieve 
true diversification—and many of them are out-of-

mainstream segments of the bond market. 
• Capitalization weighting is supposed to be the best way 

to construct a portfolio, whether for stocks or for bonds. 
The historical evidence is pretty solidly to the contrary. 

As investors become increasingly aware that the con-

ventional wisdom of modern investing is largely myth 
and urban legend, there will be growing demand for new 
ideas, and for more choices. 

Why are there so many equity market mutual funds, 
diving into the smallest niche of the world’s stock mar-
kets, and so few specialty bond products, commodity 
products or other alternative market products? Today, 
investors are still reeling from the devastation of 2008, 
and the bleak equity results of this entire decade. They 
have already begun to notice that there were opportuni-
ties to earn gains, sometimes handsome gains, in a whole 
panoply of markets in the past decade—most of which are 
still difficult for the retail investor to access.

We’re in the early stages of a revolution in the index 
community, now fast extending into the bond arena. In 
the pages of this special issue of the Journal of Indexes, we 
see several elements of that revolution. In the months and 
years ahead, we will see the division between active and 
passive management become ever more blurred. We will 
see the introduction of innovative new products. The spec-
trum of bond and alternative product for the retail investor 
will quickly expand. We will shake off our overreliance on 
dogma. And our industry will be healthier for it.

Endnotes
1I use the term “risk premium” advisedly. The “risk premium” is the forward-looking difference in expected returns. Differences in observed, realized returns should more 
properly be called the “excess return.” Many people in the finance community use “risk premium” for both purposes, which creates a serious risk of confusion. I use the term 
here—wrongly, but deliberately—to draw attention to the fact that the much-vaunted 5 percent risk premium for stocks is at best unreliable and is probably little more than 
an urban legend of the finance community.

2Our paper, “The Death of the Risk Premium: Consequences of the 1990’s,” Journal of Portfolio Management, Spring 2001, was actually written in early 2000.

3For much of this section, we rely on the data that Peter Bernstein and I assembled for “What Risk Premium Is ‘Normal’?” Financial Analysts Journal, March/April 2002. We are 
indebted to many sources for this data, ranging from Ibbotson Associates, the Cowles Commission, Bill Schwert of the University of Rochester and Robert Shiller of Yale. For the 
full roster of sources, see the FAJ paper.

4We used 20-year bonds whenever available. But, in the 1800s, the longest maturities tended to be 10 years. Also, in the 1840s, there was a brief span with no government debt, 
hence no government bonds. Here, we used railway and canal bonds, which were generally considered the safest bonds at the time, as these projects typically had the tacit support 
of the government. Think of them as the “Agency,” and GSE bonds of the 19th century.

5Schwert, G. William, “Indexes of United States Stock Prices from 1802 to 1987.” Journal of Business, vol. 63, no. 3 (July): 399–426.  

6It’s not unlike trying to forecast future stock and bond market returns on the basis of the experience of the current decade. The folly of this exercise is a mirror image of our indus-
try’s reliance on the splendid 1982–2000 experience to shape our return expectations, as far too many investors, actuaries, consultants and accountants actually did in 2000.

7While it’s simple arithmetic, it bears notice that a 120 percent bull market recovers the damage of a 46 percent bear market with precious little room to spare, amounting to a 
few tens of basis points a year.

8Never mind the fact that a passive investment in 20-year Treasuries would have delivered exactly this over the past 40 years!

9This clearly was not true during the lending bubble of 2005–2007.

10See Arnott, Hsu, Li, Shepherd, “Valuation Indifferent Weighting for Bonds.” Journal Portfolio Management, pending publication. Please note that there are U.S. and international 
patents pending on this work; we respectfully request that anyone wishing to explore this idea honor our intellectual property.

11Because measures like sales and profits are meaningless for sovereign debt, we use a different set of weighting metrics, still in keeping with the spirit of using measures that 
correspond to the size of the issuer. For countries, we define size using population, area, GDP and energy consumption.

The events of 2008 are shining a spotlight, for professionals  
and retail investors alike, on the folly of relying on false dogma. 
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By Kenneth Volpert

How the bond market came to resemble a house of cards

A Stacked Deck 
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Describing events in the bond market in 2008—and 
their future implications—is a bit like describing 
the construction of a house of cards. Each card 

was carefully placed to support another—until one card 
trembled and the whole structure collapsed. The differ-
ence is that everyone understands the fragility of a house 
of cards, but few saw the interrelatedness of fixed-income 
securities, the exotic investments they spawned and the 
broader economy. A second difference: The bond market 
is not permanently disabled—it is on its way to returning 
to more-normal functioning; however, the players and the 
rules have changed. 

Bond Market Structure
It helps to understand the structural differences between 

trading stocks and trading bonds. Stocks trade on elec-
tronic or bricks-and-mortar exchanges where buyers and 
sellers converge in a central meeting place and transact 
with anonymity. Bonds trade on an over-the-counter market 
using an intermediary, such as a bank or broker with full 
knowledge of the trade counterparty. It’s similar to trading 
in your car with a car dealer, which then looks for a buyer. 
The dealer is taking a position and risking its capital. It 
must hold the bonds in its inventory until it finds a buyer.

Holding inventory can become an expensive proposition 
if there is no buyer. Bonds are much less liquid than stocks 
in normal times; in fact, only a very small percentage of 
outstanding bonds trade daily. When markets are stressed, 
buyers for many bonds disappear. This is what happened 
in 2008, and it had a cascading effect. Once the buyers of 
bonds disappeared, the market makers—who were them-
selves de-leveraging—became unwilling to function as 
intermediaries providing liquidity in credit markets. 

Add to that a domino line of failed financial players 
(Countrywide Financial, Bear Stearns, Fannie Mae, Freddie 
Mac and Lehman Brothers were the first casualties), and you 
get a market that ceases to function as a source of liquidity. 

A Bad Hand
The casualties mounted as it became clear that the 

market’s evolution toward exotic financial products was 
not the risk-management feat that many had thought it 
was. To understand this development, recall first that 
yields on fixed-income investments have been relatively 
low for more than a decade (10-year Treasury notes have 
yielded less than 6 percent since 1998). One way to boost 
yields—and attract billions of dollars—is to reduce the 
perception of risk. The financial industry created a raft of 
products that appeared to do so. 

Collateralized debt obligations (CDOs), for example, 
were packages of lower-quality bonds and mortgage-
related investments in which dealers and banks sold off 
tranches of securities with similar risk characteristics. The 
theory was that spreading risk among a larger number of 
investors, and grouping the riskiest cash-flow streams 
into their own tranches, reduced systemic risk. Because 
these CDOs offered attractive yields in a low-rate envi-
ronment, hedge funds, pension funds, banks and brokers 

bought them by the hundreds of billions of dollars.
The deals were packaged to suggest to rating agencies 

that the worst credits had been separated into subordinated 
debt, freeing the balance of the CDO for higher ratings. In 
addition, there was a view that defaults were independent 
events; therefore, building a portfolio of low-quality but sep-
arate issuer bonds reduced risk. Little transparency existed 
regarding the underlying securities in each debt package, 
and cross-default correlations, for reasons mentioned, were 
understated. As a result, CDOs received much higher ratings 
than they merited. Part of the problem was risk assumptions 
that didn’t take into account the series of events that would 
follow if housing prices collapsed. The failure of the models 
to capture the risk building in the system means that what 
once was a triple-A-rated CDO with a two- to five-year aver-
age life now trades at 40 cents on the dollar.

Credit default swaps (CDSs), which are insurance 
against default by a bond issuer, also appeared to reduce 
risk without impairing returns. However, sellers of credit 
protection (most notably American International Group) 
were hammered as the economy slowed, and bank and 
brokerage credits weakened to the point of numerous 
bankruptcies. AIG had viewed CDSs as another diversifier 
in its array of insurance products; however, when finan-
cial firms failed and credit spreads widened significantly, 
AIG was unable to pay claims on the large volume of 
credit default contracts it wrote.

As the true risk behind CDOs and CDSs came to light, 
they tumbled in value, turning profitable lenders and 
investors into financial train wrecks overnight. Even 
corners of the bond market not tied to mortgages were 
drawn into the crisis. Many insurers of municipal debt 
had strayed into these exotic products, wrapping their 
bonds in insurance in an attempt to secure credit at lower 
prices. The credit ratings of the insured bonds were tied 
to the ratings of the insurers, which had billions of dol-
lars of exposure to the CDO market. So now there was 
uncertainty over the value of insured municipal bonds: 
Was the insurance any good if bond insurers started 
failing? Suddenly municipal debt, traditionally seen as a 
safe investment backwater, seemed unstable. In addition, 
many of the structured municipal money market invest-
ment vehicles ran into stress. These issues relied both 
on the bond insurers’ high credit quality and a bank’s 
ability to provide liquidity. When both of these backstops 
became questionable, many of these structures unwound, 
leading to additional forced selling in municipal bonds. 

Bond exchange-traded funds also were affected in 
September and October, when unusually large gaps 
opened between their market price and the underlying net 
asset value (NAV). This happened for two reasons. First, 
the illiquidity of bonds, particularly corporate bonds, 
made it difficult to accurately price them when buyers dis-
appeared. An ETF’s NAV is based on the assessed value of 
the individual bonds that the ETF holds, so if those values 
are in doubt, the validity of the NAV comes into question. 
In this case, the buyers and sellers of the ETFs took a dif-
ferent opinion of the value of the bonds the funds were 
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holding, pushing the share price of the ETFs below their 
stated NAVs. The ETFs were reflecting the fact that prices 
received upon selling actual bonds were, on average, 
lower than the best estimates of pricing services. 

The reduced liquidity of the underlying bonds resulted 
in greater discounts for ETFs in the investment-grade and 

high-yield corporate markets (less-liquid markets) than 
for ETFs tied to more-liquid government Treasuries; the 
discounts were largest for ETFs with hard-to-trade baskets 
(i.e., too many issues and a creation unit with par amounts 
that were too small to transact at near bid-side prices).

Cracks In The Foundation
So far we have seen that systemic issues in bond mar-

kets created a fertile environment for liquidity problems 
in a market upset—and that financial innovations over 
the past decade made it considerably easier for problems 
to grow. But cracks in the foundation under this house of 
cards had long been building.

In the first half of this decade, an asset bubble was form-
ing. Low mortgage rates and increasing liquidity caused 
home prices to rise, creating demand for first and second 
mortgages and home equity lines of credit. Mortgage 
brokers loosened credit standards so that money flowed 
to even the weakest borrowers—further driving up home 
prices. Similar trends developed in commercial real estate. 
The securitization of these loans meant the party could 
keep going as long as investors were willing to ignore the 
underlying risks, which increased with each subprime loan. 
This phenomenon produced huge profits for proprietary 
trading desks at commercial banks, hedge funds and the 
investment banks that packaged and sold these securities. 

How did everyone miss the risk that was building 
throughout the system? Stock market volatility has been 
below market norms for much of this decade. Many risk 
models give heavier weight to data from recent periods 
because “that’s the market we’re in.” Using such models, 
institutional investors took more risk by levering up to 
capture the returns they sought; however, their notion 
of risk was based on an inaccurate reading of potential 
future volatility. When volatility returned to the mar-
kets, their risk assessments rose. But when they tried to 
de-lever by selling securities, they discovered they were 
holding investments that had become illiquid overnight.

Investors Regain Aversion To Risk
In August 2007, problems in the subprime market 

started to surface. The investing public was shocked to 
learn how many segments of the market were compro-

mised by the subprime house of cards. For example, some 
money market funds had acquired exposure to subprime 
loans by buying commercial paper from structured invest-
ment vehicles (SIVs). Many SIVs were partial investors 
in subprime loans, using short-term commercial notes 
to finance their purchases. When the loans soured, that 

short-term debt—which many money market managers 
thought was rock solid—became heavily discounted. 
Combining these SIV-type price declines with other 
market-related defaults eventually led one money market 
fund to “break the buck” and others to seek help from 
parent companies to prevent such trauma. Fearing a run 
on the trillions of dollars in money markets, in late 2008, 
the federal government extended deposit insurance to 
money market funds. 

When money market funds ceased to look safe, investor 
attitude toward risk shifted from highly tolerant to highly 
intolerant. From August 2007 until the end of 2008, we saw 
a massive unwinding of leverage. Hedge funds, investment 
banks and others that had borrowed heavily to boost their 
assets at risk in the market now had to unwind their invest-
ments—selling into a declining market—to meet margin 
calls from their lenders (when pledged assets fall in value, 
additional collateral must be pledged to a lender). 

The Waves Ripple Out
Much of our economy is built on debt—whether a 

person borrows to finance a house, car or college educa-
tion, or a developer borrows to build a skyscraper or a 
manufacturer borrows to finance its inventory. Banks and 
brokers have fed that appetite for debt by securitizing 
these assets, and in many cases, carrying them on their 
own books. The collapse of mortgage securities (assets) 
was followed by a collapse in banks’ share prices (equity). 
To balance their books, banks have had to raise capital (as 
many did from foreign government funds or from new U.S. 
equity offerings), and/or reduce assets (i.e., loans and other 
investments). The rapid decline in loan volumes has cut off 
the lifeblood of economic growth. In addition, banks have 
raised their lending standards so much—an extreme rever-
sal of the excessive decline in standards earlier—that credit 
is available only to the most highly rated borrowers. 

Banks have also been forced to take unwanted liabili-
ties onto their balance sheets. For example, the aforemen-
tioned SIVs were created by banks to invest in mortgages 
and asset-backed securities. When the SIVs were unable 
to sell short-term commercial paper, the banks had to 
step in and cover the debt. Additionally, as the commer-
cial paper market dried up, borrowers were forced to tap 

Much of our economy is built on debt—whether a person borrows to 

finance a house, car or college education, or a developer borrows to 

build a skyscraper or a manufacturer borrows to finance its inventory.
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their lines of credit at banks. This contingent borrowing 
forced banks to increase leverage at a time when they 
sought to decrease it (leverage measures the ratio of a 
bank’s liability to its capital).

As mentioned at the start, the bond market’s struc-
ture depends on banks and brokers to provide liquidity 
and make markets. We have seen all the major brokers 
become banks to access government money and deposits, 
while the banks are selling inventory and shedding risk—
the opposite of what market makers do.

One measure of how bleak things got in September 
and October is bid/ask spreads. Typically, a dealer would 
pocket a 5-basis-point spread on the sale of a 5-year bond 
yielding 5 percent. That spread shot up to between 40 
and 100 basis points last fall when buyers disappeared. 

‘We Are Here To Help’
Since then, the government has taken numerous steps 

to counteract a breakdown in the financial system: 
• The Troubled Asset Relief Program injected equity 

into banks. That reduced the pressure to de-lever as 
a result of shrinking equity.

• The FDIC temporarily backed bank bonds with a 
maturity of up to three years, providing access to 
a cheap source of funding. The term may now be 
extended to maturities of up to 10 years, due to the 
long-term nature of the financial system’s problems.

• The U.S. Treasury Temporary Guarantee Program provid-
ed a temporary guarantee to money market investors. 

• Regulators played a significant role in managing 
the collapse of IndyMac, Fannie Mae, Freddie Mac, 
Lehman and AIG, and in the mergers of Bear Stearns, 
Merrill Lynch, Wachovia and Washington Mutual. 

All of this has not stabilized equity markets; how-
ever, the bond market is functioning more smoothly. The 
Federal Reserve and the Treasury increased liquidity by 
lowering interest rates to zero, buying mortgage securi-
ties and forcing Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac to buy secu-
rities, which helped to spur refinancing activity and draw 
buyers into the market. 

What To Expect
Between devalued homes and shrinking investment 

portfolios, Americans have collectively lost more than $10 
trillion in net worth. To put this in perspective, the U.S. 
gross domestic product is around $14 trillion. Americans 
will be increasing their rate of saving for some time to 
come to shore up their balance sheets, steps similar to the 
retrenchment seen at banks. The share of GDP composed 
of consumer spending will decrease, while government 
investment in banks and other institutions means that the 
public treasury will comprise a larger share of GDP. With 
this will come increased government regulation of finan-
cial institutions and products, particularly mortgages. 

Banks will operate with less leverage, resulting in 
lower earnings and slower economic growth—in essence 
the mirror image of the pre-bubble growth fueled by 
easy credit. For bonds, this will mean a higher perceived 
investment risk. With less in earnings behind each bond, 
the risk of default will be higher and, in corporate 
markets, bid/ask spreads are likely to remain elevated. 
For mutual funds and institutional investors, this situ-
ation gives an added advantage to indexed products, 
which have lower turnover—and therefore lower trading 
costs—than actively managed vehicles. In addition, the 
broader diversification of index funds reduces the issue-
specific default risk of bond investments.

For ETFs, we expect to see a reversal in the trend toward 
more narrowly defined and less-diversified portfolios and 
benchmarks. Investors have discovered that idiosyncratic 
risk is more pervasive than they had thought, boosting the 
risk of being in a narrowly constructed fund. This gives an 
advantage to more broadly diversified portfolios in the 
corporate, high-yield and municipal bond ETF markets.

We also see liquidity, as measured by the efficiency of 
the creation/redemption basket, becoming more of a fac-
tor in ETF selection. The smaller and more liquid the cre-
ation basket for an ETF is, the less likelihood there is that 
the Authorized Participant will risk holding unwanted 
bonds in its inventory. In addition, a small, liquid basket 
is more likely to minimize any divergence between the 
ETF market price and NAV. 

The obvious trade-off is that smaller creation baskets 
tend to create less-diversified portfolios. There are ways 
around this, however: Vanguard, for example, structures 
its ETFs as share classes of broader mutual funds. Cash 
flows into the mutual fund are used to purchase securi-
ties outside the creation basket, complementing the ETF 
creation basket by broadening the overall portfolio.

There are other potential methods to achieve similar ends, 
including using creation baskets that apply quality standards 
rather than demanding individual securities. The broader 
point is that the ETF structure may have to be adapted to the 
peculiarities of the fixed-income marketplace.

In sum, the bond market chaos of 2008 underscored 
several enduring investment truths:

• When one asset bubble bursts (Tech stocks), another 
begins forming (Housing). 

• Investors need to understand the risks they are taking. 
• Reaching for yield in a low-yield environment often 

comes with a price.
• A broadly diversified, low-cost, low-turnover strategy—

a sound approach in the low-volatility markets of past 
years—becomes even more attractive when the costs 
of trading surge.

Remembering these fundamentals can help stack the 
deck in your favor when you seek to build a solid founda-
tion for your investment portfolio.

Subscribe today to ETFR and see what you’ve been missing.
Subscribe online at www.indexuniverse.com/subscriptions or e-mail subscriptions@indexuniverse.com.
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Fixed-income indexes have always been considered a dif-
ferent index breed because of their complexity and the 
distinct challenges of managing against them, especially 

compared with their equity index counterparts. The fixed-
income investment universe is much larger and includes secu-
rities issued by government, public sector and private sector 
entities. Index turnover is higher, as outstanding debt matures 
and new debt is issued continually to meet a particular issuer’s 
financing needs. Instruments are generally traded over the 
counter rather than on an exchange, making it imperative for 
index providers to be directly tied to the markets to price and 
value index-eligible instruments accurately. Finally, accurate 
bond-level analytics and other risk measures are as important 
for index users as calculated index returns. 

To manage effectively against a fixed-income index or to 
obtain fixed-income beta, the importance of “knowing thy 
benchmark” cannot be understated at any step of the portfolio 
management process, including appropriate benchmark selec-
tion, portfolio construction, performance analysis and attribu-
tion, and risk management. This applies both to active/passive 
portfolios measured against an index and to investors who are 
seeking broad fixed-income beta through index replication, 
for recombination with other potential alpha sources. 

As fixed-income portfolio managers continue to isolate 
sources of portfolio beta and alpha for repackaging in new 
innovative ways, we are seeing more widespread use of 
strategy-based indexes that offer efficient access both to 
beta and alpha. These indexes are not meant to be explicit 
benchmarks, but are valuable to portfolio managers for both 
risk management and hedging, as well as alpha enhance-
ment. The returns of alpha-generating and other strategy-
based indexes are appealing to many investors, either in 
combination with synthetic fixed-income beta or as a part of 
a larger portfolio search for absolute return alpha. As these 
techniques filter into the market, the strategies ultimately 
cease to be a source of true alpha and eventually become a 
source of alternative beta, placing a premium on the devel-
opment of new and innovative alpha strategies.

The extreme volatility and negative spread sector returns 
experienced by most segments of the bond market in 2008 
have introduced more challenges to the portfolio management 
process. As an index provider, Barclays has maintained a con-
stant dialogue with a broad set of fixed-income investors dur-
ing this difficult market environment and has identified some 
key, evolving benchmark trends. The most prominent trends 
affecting fixed-income investors are related to benchmark 
selection and composition, the volatility of manager returns 
and performance, the effectiveness of different fixed-income 
index replication strategies and the evolution and portfolio 
uses of these alpha-generating strategy indexes.

Trends In Fixed-Income Benchmark Selection 
And Composition

Benchmark Selection
Broad-based flagship benchmarks that measure the mar-

ket return (beta) of the investable fixed-income universe 
remain the dominant benchmark choice among “core” 

investment-grade portfolio managers. Three of the most 
widely used fixed-income benchmarks are the Barclays 
Capital U.S. Aggregate, Global Aggregate and Euro Aggregate 
Bond Indexes.1 These market-value-weighted measures of 
the fixed-rate investment-grade bond universe include both 
government and spread sector bonds, and the U.S. Aggregate 
Index has a history dating back to 1976. For “core plus” man-
agers, the Barclays Capital U.S. Universal Index (which com-
bines the U.S. Aggregate with U.S. High Yield and Emerging 
Market Indexes) is also a notable benchmark, although in 
many cases, core-plus managers still use the U.S. Aggregate 
as a benchmark, and use high-yield, emerging market and 
other out-of-index securities as a source of portfolio alpha. 
High-yield, emerging market, inflation-linked and other 
fixed-income asset classes each have their own flagship 
benchmarks both for regional and global investors.

Although these benchmarks are the market standard, many 
index users and plan sponsors use customized benchmarks 
derived from these broader benchmarks that set targeted 
weights for certain sectors or define issuer exposure limits 
based on specific portfolio guidelines. Common customiza-
tions include composite indexes to match the weights of a 
target asset allocation, broad indexes with more inclusive/
restrictive credit quality constraints and issuer-constrained 
indexes that cap the exposure to issuers within an index. 
Issuer-constrained indexes tend to be more prevalent for 
high-yield benchmarks, but there has been increased interest 
from investment-grade credit managers following the recent 
consolidation in the banking sector. The complexity of these 
custom indexes can vary significantly depending on a portfo-
lio manager’s benchmarking needs.

Benchmark Composition
As a measure of the investable bond universe, fixed-income 

index composition is directly affected both by market events 
and issuance patterns. Recent trends that will continue to 
affect benchmark composition in 2009–2010 include greater 
single-name issuer concentration in the Financial sector due to 
consolidation and mergers, continued issuance of new govern-
ment-guaranteed bank debt and an expected surge in Treasury 
issuance in 2009 and 2010. Investors seeking to “know thy 
benchmark” must stay keenly aware of these trends.

Direct government guarantees of newly issued bank debt 
have altered the composition of commonly used government 
bond indexes. Barclays Capital Indexes classify these higher-
rated government-backed securities in the Government-
Related sector, as they trade with a tighter spread than 
their nonguaranteed corporate equivalents and are generally 
purchased by government portfolio managers. Since the first 
bond of this type was issued in late 2008, 115 securities with 
a notional value of $283 billion from 62 different issuers have 
been added to the Global Aggregate Index.2 As a percentage 
of the $27 trillion Global Aggregate, these government-
guaranteed securities represent only 1 percent by market 
value, but as a percentage of the Global Government-Related 
sector, they account for almost 7 percent. Specifically, in the 
fixed-rate U.S. Aggregate, 32 securities with a notional value 
of $99 billion have been issued since October 2008.
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With the increased borrowing needs of the U.S. Treasury 
and other global governments, net Treasury sector issuance 
in 2009 will also be significantly higher. Barclays Capital proj-
ects that there will be approximately $2 trillion of new U.S. 
Treasury issuance in bonds with a maturity greater than two 
years during 2009, with just $600 billion expected to drop 
from the U.S. Aggregate Index after falling below one year to 
maturity. This projected 2009 net inflow of $1.4 trillion will 
be $1 trillion higher than 2008’s record $382 billion. While 
it is difficult to project issuance for all index-eligible issuers, 
Treasuries are likely to represent almost 30 percent of the 
U.S. Aggregate Index by year-end 2009 (currently at 25 per-
cent of the index by market value).

Fixed-Income Benchmark Returns 
And Manager Performance

2008 Recap
2008 will no doubt be remembered as one of the most 

tumultuous and volatile years in the history of the fixed-
income markets. While the overall market generated posi-
tive nominal returns as investors flocking to safer Treasury 
assets drove down yields, riskier-spread sectors (including 
high yield and emerging markets) widened dramatically 
and under-performed Treasuries by unprecedented levels. 
By dissecting performance across asset classes, it is easy to 
identify a number of milestones. 

The U.S. fixed-income market (represented by the U.S. 
Aggregate Index) achieved a positive performance of 5.24 
percent in 2008, the second-best annual performance since 
2002 (Figure 1). The U.S. Treasury market’s return of 13.74 
percent in 2008 was its best since 1991, as Treasury yields 
plummeted 177 bp in the long end of the curve and 230 
bp in the short end. By contrast, each spread sector rep-
resented in the index registered its worst excess return3 

performance on record, with U.S. credit (-17.86 percent), 
asset-backed securities (-22.23 percent) and commercial 
mortgage-backed securities (-32.74 percent) under-per-
forming Treasuries by many standard deviations; mortgage-
backed securities (-2.32 percent) and U.S. agencies (-1.10) 
were also negative (Figure 2).

Other notable index returns and milestones outside of 

our Aggregate Index family:
• The Barclays Capital U.S. High Yield Bond Index total 

return of -26.16 percent was the worst on record; the 
second worst was 1990 (-9.59 percent).

• The Emerging Markets Index (USD) total return of -14.75 
percent was the worst on record; the second-worst was 
1994 (-13.74 percent).

• World government inflation-linked bonds returned 
+0.72 percent in 2008 (USD hedged); U.S. TIPS had 
their first negative year ever: -1.71 percent.

Portfolio Manager Performance
One attractive feature of fixed-income portfolios has been 

their lower volatility and history of delivering steady returns 
and low tracking errors relative to an index. Active and pas-
sive fixed-income portfolio managers had a much harder 
time tracking and outperforming fixed-income indexes in 
2008 and early 2009, and produced a significantly larger 
dispersion of returns as well.

Based on the extreme negative spread sector perfor-
mance, it is easy to see why. Asset managers often tactically 
overweight spread sectors within an index and/or invest 
in securities outside of an index in order to pick up extra 
yield. No matter how well managers “knew their bench-
mark” in 2008, the dramatic widening of spreads worked 
against most of them. In addition, some managers had 
exposure to riskier securities such as subprime mortgages 
that are not part of most benchmarks but were among the 
worst-performing securities in 2008. 

To examine the magnitude of this trend, we looked at a 
representative sample of more than 250 U.S. core manager 
returns from 1988 to 20084 (Figure 3). The U.S. Aggregate 
Index ranked in the 36th percentile of these U.S. investment-
grade managers in 2008. By contrast, 60 percent of managers 
have outperformed the U.S. Aggregate on average (gross of 
fees) over the past 20 years. The range of reported returns 
between the best and worst managers (17.4 percent) was also 
the widest ever in 2008 (ranging from +9.10 percent to -8.30 
percent). The second-widest range over the past 20 years was 
in 1991 (5.22 percent between the best and worst managers).

From 1990 to 2008, U.S. core managers produced an aver-
age monthly tracking error (TE) of 1 bp/month and tracking 
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Figure 2

Source: Barclays Capital

Trailing 1-, 3-, 5- And 10-Year Fixed-Income Annualized Index Returns As Of December 31, 2008

Index 1 Yr 3 Yr 5 Yr 10 Yr 1 Yr 3 Yr 5 Yr 10 Yr

Fixed-Income Total Returns (USD Hedged) Fixed-Income Excess Returns

  Global Aggregate 5.58% 4.84% 4.74% 5.33% -4.90% -1.85% -1.00% 7.93%

  Treasuries 9.14% 6.01% 5.57% n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a

  Government-Related 6.91% 5.54% 5.05% n/a -3.23% -1.15% -0.51% n/a

  Corporate -5.09% 0.46% 2.06% n/a -16.96% -6.80% -3.93% n/a

 Securitized 5.65% 5.31% 4.79% n/a -5.02% -1.93% -0.96% n/a

  Global High Yield -25.25% -5.08% 0.23% n/a -38.66% -13.51% -6.01% n/a

  Global Inflation-Linked 0.72% 3.04% 4.67% 5.88% n/a n/a n/a n/a

  Euro Inflation-Linked 4.30% 2.62% 5.11% 5.98% n/a n/a n/a n/a

 U.S. TIPS -1.71% 3.06% 4.07% 6.79% n/a n/a n/a n/a

  Japan Inflation-Linked -9.21% 0.13% n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a

  Global Emerging Markets -14.68% -1.03% 4.02% n/a -28.06% -9.10% -2.17% n/a

  Emerging Markets (U.S. Dollar) -14.75% -0.48% 4.37% 9.62% -28.43% -9.17% -2.08% 3.23%

 Pan European Emerging Markets -14.62% -3.23% 2.57% n/a -26.43% -8.76% -2.77% n/a

  U.S. Universal 2.38% 4.60% 4.30% 5.58% -9.97% -3.64% -1.81% -0.59%

  U.S. Aggregate 5.24% 5.51% 4.65% 5.63% -7.10% -2.71% -1.46% -0.53%

  U.S. Treasury 13.74% 8.52% 6.35% 6.26% n/a n/a n/a n/a

  U.S. Agency 9.26% 7.16% 5.41% 5.96% -1.10% -0.27% 0.02% 0.24%

  U.S. Credit -3.08% 2.03% 2.65% 4.85% -17.86% -7.07% -4.06% -1.68%

  Aaa 8.15% 6.67% 5.06% 5.80% -4.58% -1.78% -0.94% -0.18%

  Aa 2.74% 4.14% 3.74% 5.57% -11.58% -4.80% -2.74% -0.86%

  A -4.80% 1.15% 2.17% 4.49% -20.18% -8.14% -4.62% -2.08%

  Baa -8.67% -0.03% 1.48% 4.37% -23.95% -9.27% -5.47% -2.35%

  U.S. Mortgage-Backed Securities 8.34% 6.82% 5.54% 6.04% -2.32% -0.93% -0.34% -0.02%

  Asset-Backed Securities -12.72% -2.25% -0.36% 3.23% -22.23% -9.52% -5.36% -2.25%

 U.S. CMBS -20.52% -4.22% -1.41% n/a -32.74% -12.65% -7.34% n/a

  U.S. Corporate High Yield -26.16% -5.59% -0.80% 2.17% -38.32% -13.94% -6.85% -4.10%

  Ba -17.53% -2.61% 0.82% 3.82% -30.27% -11.11% -5.42% -2.55%

  B -26.65% -5.60% -0.79% 1.66% -38.71% -13.94% -6.82% -4.62%

  Caa -44.35% -13.20% -5.62% -1.42% -55.87% -21.31% -11.40% -7.48%

 Ca to D -53.66% -16.82% -6.34% 0.90% -62.10% -23.86% -11.35% -4.87%

  U.S. High Yield, 2% Issuer Cap -25.88% -5.66% -0.84% 2.28% -38.11% -14.05% -6.91% -4.00%

  Euro-Aggregate 5.41% 3.43% 4.58% 5.00% -4.88% -1.72% -1.00% n/a

  Treasury 8.37% 4.39% 5.31% 5.31% -2.25% -0.68% -0.42% n/a

  Government-Related 6.14% 3.88% 4.71% 5.12% -3.83% -1.36% -0.72% -0.14%

 Corporate -4.18% -0.10% 2.30% 3.94% -14.34% -5.46% -3.15% n/a

  Securitized 5.03% 3.47% 4.22% 4.83% -4.27% -1.70% -0.96% n/a

  Sterling Aggregate 2.38% 2.06% 3.29% n/a -8.40% -3.31% -1.92% n/a

  Gilts 10.39% 5.24% 5.11% 4.19% n/a n/a n/a n/a

  Non-Gilts -5.28% -1.01% 1.51% 2.32% -16.21% -6.44% -3.77% n/a

  Asian Pacific Aggregate 7.22% 6.53% 5.29% n/a -0.10% -0.05% -0.01% n/a
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error volatility of 14 bp/month. The largest average manager 
tracking error prior to 2008 was 54 bp in December 1991. By 
contrast, the average monthly TE in 2008 was -28 bp, with a 
tracking error variance (TEV) of 34 bp. The six worst average 
manager performance months on record were also recorded 
in the second half of 2008.

Higher tracking error volatility was not limited to just 
active bond managers in 2008. The increased utilization 
of different index replication techniques for portable alpha 
strategies and other portfolio uses has put the focus on 
liquid and efficient replication at the forefront of many syn-
thetic and traditional fixed-income managers.

Trends In Fixed-Income Index Replication

Portfolio Uses Of Index Replication
Index replication has gained momentum recently to meet 

a different set of portfolio objectives than pure passive index-
ation, which attempts to achieve low (even, perhaps, zero) 
tracking errors versus a benchmark using large portfolios of 
cash instruments. The aim of index replication is not to match 
exactly the performance of a given index, but to generate 
returns close to the index with low trading costs and high 
liquidity. Indeed, while passive indexation may be appropriate 
for large and long-term allocations, there are many investors for 
whom some degree of tracking error is perfectly tolerable. 

For example, consider a European fund manager compet-
ing for a Barclays Global Aggregate Index mandate, with 
limited knowledge of the U.S. MBS market. Closely, but not 

exactly, replicating the MBS portion (14 percent of the index) 
through replication may enable the manager to compete for 
the mandate and focus attention on his or her area of alpha 
generation (e.g., credit selection). 

Another example would be a hedge fund or asset man-
ager with a proven alpha strategy that is uncorrelated with 
the Barclays U.S. Aggregate Index. Given the limited ability 
of traditional long-only fixed-income portfolio managers to 
add alpha over the benchmark,5 the hedge fund may com-
pete against these traditional managers by combining its 
alpha with an index replication strategy that closely tracks 
the U.S. Aggregate. The alpha generation potential from the 
hedge fund strategy may make any index replication track-
ing errors a minor consideration.

Portfolio managers employing tactical asset allocation may 
also be interested in index replication to quickly and cheaply 
adjust their portfolio’s allocation to various asset classes 
(e.g., Treasuries versus corporates) to enhance returns.

Finally, plan sponsors looking to move assets from one man-
ager to another may find index replication a useful transition 
management tool. Given that transitions take place over a rela-
tively short period of time, the sponsor can gradually liquidate 
assets at one manager while still maintaining exposure to the 
desired benchmark and minimize implementation shortfall. 

The growth of index replication reflects an increased desire 
by investors to manage their portfolios in the most efficient 
way possible. For many investors, index replication—with its 
associated tracking errors—is often a superior strategy when 
combined with other strategies (e.g., portable alpha and tac-
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tical asset allocation) to enhance overall portfolio returns or 
to compete for mandates. Investors have a choice between 
cash and synthetic index replication strategies. Usually, the 
selection depends on the investor’s assessment of the trade-
off between the need for very low tracking error and the cost 
and flexibility of the particular index replication strategy.

Index Replication With Cash Instruments
Cash index replication involves assembling a relatively 

small portfolio of cash bonds to replicate an index. One 
common method is stratified sampling, which entails sorting 
an index into “cells” according to various characteristics and 
then selecting at least one bond to represent each “cell,” 
weighted by market value or spread duration contribution. 
The advantage of this approach is its simplicity and flexibil-
ity, but it ignores the correlations between cells, especially in 
volatile markets, generally leading to a cash index-replicating 
portfolio with an unnecessarily large number of cash bonds. 

Advanced portfolio management systems provide sophis-
ticated portfolio construction tools that allow managers to 
combine multifactor risk models targeting both systematic 
and idiosyncratic risk with intuition-based constraints on 
various “cells.” The combination of a risk model with user-
defined constraints is particularly powerful, as it allows man-
agers to take advantage of asset correlations as measured 
by the risk model, but also to have the ability to instruct the 
portfolio construction algorithm to eliminate certain sources 
of portfolio risk with no assumptions about their correlation. 
In addition, turnover, transaction cost and liquidity con-
straints can be properly addressed in the same framework. 

Once a replicating portfolio is constructed, a risk model can 
estimate total portfolio risk and break it down into its sources 
with or without taking correlations into account. A detailed 
risk breakdown can help managers further refine their replica-
tion strategy. Finally, managers can backtest their replication 
strategy by applying it historically and breaking down the out-
performance of the portfolio versus its index into the contri-
butions of the various risk sources. Historical backtesting can 
help users validate and refine the replication strategy. 

Even with a risk model, a cash replication portfolio is less 
liquid and would experience higher transaction costs than 
a derivatives replication portfolio if the portfolio manager 
needed to unwind the position. 

Fixed-Income Index Replication With Derivatives 
A fixed-income index replication strategy can also com-

prise relatively few, but very liquid, instruments that may or 

may not be index constituents. Such a strategy allows man-
agers to use the available cash for other purposes, such as 
investing in a hedge fund strategy or holding cash for liquid-
ity needs elsewhere in the portfolio. 

Derivatives index replication can be accomplished either 
by entering a set of derivatives contracts or through a single 
instrument: a total return index swap. Under a total return 
swap, investors are guaranteed to receive the total return 
on a selected index, while paying floating-rate LIBOR plus 
a spread. However, total return index swaps typically trade 
infrequently, with relatively low notional amounts (i.e., less 
than $100 million), and at relatively high costs to cover the 
broker-dealer’s guarantee. Accordingly, such total return 
cash index swaps are more appropriate for investors follow-
ing a pure passive indexation strategy. 

For index replication, however, a total return swap on a 
basket of derivatives designed to replicate an index with some 
degree of tracking error is usually the most cost-effective strat-
egy. These swaps are called “replicating bond index” (or RBI) 
swaps, because the portfolio managers are guaranteed only 
the total return of the index-replicating basket underlying the 
swap.6 While some tracking error is inherent in an RBI swap, 
such swaps are very liquid and inexpensive, which may be 
more useful for a particular index replication objective.

RBI swaps come in a variety of forms depending on the set of 
derivatives instruments used in the definition of the RBI basket. 
Usually, the choice of a particular RBI basket is determined by 
the investor’s preference for low tracking errors versus cost. 

Effectiveness Of Index Replication 
Strategies Using Derivatives

Figure 4 shows that from January 2000 to December 
2008, the RBI basket swap’s average monthly return 
and standard deviation were similar to those of the U.S. 
Aggregate Index.7  Correlation of monthly returns between 
the RBI and the Aggregate Index was 0.93. The average 
monthly tracking error (i.e., the average of the monthly dif-
ferences between RBI and Aggregate returns) was 6.9 bp, 
with a volatility of 42.8 bp/month. 

Figure 5 plots the time series of monthly realized tracking 
errors for the RBI basket and reveals a sharp increase in the mag-
nitude of RBI tracking errors in 2008, reflecting dramatic inter-
est rate and spread movements. Figure 5 also shows that large 
tracking errors also occurred in 2001–2003. What is the source 
of these tracking errors? Compared with the Aggregate Index, 
the RBI swap is underweight exposures to spreads-to-swaps. For 
example, the RBI uses six interest rate swaps to replicate the 

Figure 4

RBI Basket Swap: Total And Relative Returns, Jan. 2000–Dec. 2008

Monthly RBI Total Returns, % per month RBI vs. Agg., bp

Avg. St Dev Min Max r w/ 
Agg. r1 Avg. TE Avg. TEV K Min TE Max TE r w/ 

Agg.

 RBI 0.59 1.21 -3.67 5.05 0.93 0.10 6.9 42.8 13.3 -124.7 243.9 0.00

 U.S. Agg 0.52 1.13 -3.36 3.73 1.00 0.09 

Source: Barclays Capital
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credit portion of the U.S. Aggregate Index. Given the sharp wid-
ening in credit spreads-to-swaps in 2008, the replicating interest 
rate swap portfolio outperformed the Credit Index by 2,100 bp in 
2008, producing large positive RBI realized tracking errors. 

Given the inherently greater liquidity of the replicating instru-
ments compared with cash securities, it is not surprising that the 
RBI basket outperforms its associated cash index during periods 
of market stress. In fact, this feature has been beneficial to inves-
tors who combined somewhat illiquid hedge fund strategies 
with RBIs as part of an alpha-beta recombination strategy. While 
some hedge fund strategies were hurt by the market’s illiquidity, 
hedge fund performance can be hedged to a degree by the supe-
rior liquidity of the RBI. Naturally, as the spread markets recover 
and spreads-to-swaps narrow, we might expect the RBI to under-
perform the U.S. Aggregate Index. In fact, we typically observe 
periods of RBI under-performance as spread sectors improve. 
However, the liquidity of such swaps allows investors to unwind 
the strategies quickly, even if the negative tracking error can be 
offset by positive alpha returns as the market recovers.

An RBI basket swap is a general index replication method that 
can be applied to any index, including customized indexes. For 
example, an investor could receive an RBI basket return on the 
Global Aggregate Index, the Euro-Aggregate Index or any par-
ticular customized index as long as there are analytical exposures 
available to construct the RBI basket. Figure 6 shows the perfor-
mance of various RBI basket swaps for a variety of indexes. 

The Evolution And Growth 
Of Strategy-Based Indexes

Strategy-based indexes isolate and/or repackage portfolio 
alpha and beta in a rules-based framework for portfolio man-
agers to selectively use as portfolio tools for both risk manage-
ment and hedging as well as alpha enhancement. Three  of the 
most prevalent strategy index types are risk access indexes, 
alternative beta indexes and alpha strategy indexes. 

Risk Access Indexes
Risk access indexes are liquid rules-based products that 

offer exposure to a specific market driver of return for a 
particular market beta. Some notable fixed-income risk fac-
tors include interest rate risk, swap spread risk, credit risk, 
volatility risk, idiosyncratic risk, etc. While skill in identifying 
market risk factors and efficiently replicating these expo-
sures is critical for any index replication product, it is also 
a valuable tool for portfolio managers looking to hedge a 
particular exposure in a portfolio. A manager can attempt to 
replicate a particular risk factor themselves through deriva-
tives, or alternatively, gain/hedge exposure to that particular 
risk return series through rules-based strategy indexes.

An interesting example is represented by volatility indexes. 
The Barclays Capital VOX and BPX indexes track the perfor-
mance of exposure to implied basis-point volatility in swaptions 
markets8 for the most liquid expiries and tenors. By continu-
ously investing in a swaption straddle, the indexes generate 
returns that are highly correlated with the return of changes 
in implied basis-point volatility. The existence of such indexes 
opens the volatility market to all types of investors, including 
the ones that are not allowed to use derivatives or that do not 
have the capabilities to implement a volatility strategy in an 
extremely transparent and cost-effective way. 

As a simple example, we consider a portfolio formed by 
EUR Corporate bonds and a volatility index (based on 5-year 
straddles on the 10-year swap rate). The inclusion of a volatil-
ity index improves the risk profile of the portfolio that exhib-
its higher returns with a lower volatility (Figure 7).

Alternative Beta Indexes
While risk access indexes decompose portfolio beta risk, 

the growth of absolute return strategies has increased inter-
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Sources: Barclays Capital. *Japanese Aggregate data from October 2003.

DescriptionRBI Basket Mean Monthly 
Outperformance

Empirical 
Realized Tracking 

Error Volatility

Worst Monthly 
|Tracking Error|

 US Aggregate RBI-1 TRS (UST, MBS), Swaps, CDX 10.5bp/mo 41.9bp/mp 185.6bp

 US Gov/Credit RBI-1 TRS (UST), Swaps, CDX 12.7bp 54.2bp 233.8bp

 Global Aggregate RBI-1 TRS (UST, US MBS), Swaps, JGB futures, CDX, iTraxx 7.4bp 33.0bp 174.1bp

 Euro Aggregate RBI-3 Futures, Swaps, iTraxx 7.7bp 30.3bp 157.2bp

 Japanese Aggregate RBI-1* Swaps, JGB futures 2.5bp 19.6bp 81.1bp
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est in decomposing sources of portfolio alpha, especially for 
investors using hedge funds as a source of alpha. As pointed 
out by Fung and Hsieh,9 hedge funds returns can be split in 
two components: 1) a pure alpha component, due to the fund 
manager skill, and 2) an alternative beta component, due to 
the application of systematic rule-driven strategies which in 
many cases can be easily replicated.

The fact that alternative beta can be replicated in a system-
atic fashion has brought some of the hedge fund strategies 
into the mainstream and even commoditized them, making 
the high management and performance fees charged by hedge 
funds more difficult to justify. The combination of high fees 
and recent low-risk-adjusted return has raised the opportunity 
for low-cost alternatives for the alternative beta component of 
hedge fund returns. Replicating a hedge fund return through 
a systematic index can offer institutional investors a liquid 
and less-costly exposure to these alternative betas, with no 
operational risk. The appeal of a liquid exposure that can be 
unwound quickly is obvious, but such products also allow 
investors to reward managers that they believe offer true 
alpha return above the alternative beta return. 

A typical example of alternative beta is the one associ-
ated with volatility arbitrage strategies. These strategies 
provide exposure to the spread between implied volatility 
and subsequent realized volatility. A version of the strategy 
implemented in many indexes uses a short position on delta-
hedged options (typically at-the-money straddle swaptions of 
short maturity) rolled every month: the P&L of the strategy is 
then defined by the gamma of the options times the volatility 
spread. An example of such a strategy is the Barclays Capital 
RIVA strategy, which is designed to capture the bias between 
implied volatility and realized volatility that is systematically 
observed in USD rates markets. 

This strategy exhibits very low correlation versus typical mar-
ket benchmarks. To show the diversification benefits provided 
by such a strategy, we consider a simple USD portfolio including 
bonds (Barclays Capital U.S. Treasury Index, allocation between 
30–80 percent), equities (S&P 500 Index, allocation between 
10–50 percent) and commodities (S&P GSCI, allocation between 
0–10 percent). As shown by the two efficient frontiers in Figure 
9, the risk return profile of this portfolio can be considerably 
improved by adding a volatility arbitrage index.

Alpha-Generating Indexes
Index replication, risk access indexes and alternative beta 

indexes allow managers with skill to focus on the generation 
of true portfolio alpha. However, not all potential sources of 
alpha are liquid markets or easy to access for fixed-income 
managers. In the fixed-income landscape, we are seeing 
increased demand for rules-based, alpha-generating strategy 
indexes that offer quick and easy access to outperformance 
sources and a quantitative way to express investment strate-
gies in markets that would otherwise be difficult to access. 
Alpha-generating index products are available across mul-
tiple asset classes including equities, fixed income, FX, com-
modities, derivatives and alternative investments.

The most effective alpha index strategies are gener-
ally characterized by a high degree of intellectual capital 
involved in their construction and are therefore the most 
difficult indexes to produce.10 The true alpha that can be 
generated by these indexes would be the result of both a 
high degree of portfolio manager skill (as defined by the 
index rules) or by the use of new techniques and methods 
that will take time to permeate into the marketplace or are 
difficult to replicate in an efficient manner. Offering the 
returns of alpha-generating indexes is therefore appealing 

Portfolio Benefits Using A Volatility Index Product
Jan. 1, 1997–Sept. 30, 2008

Figure 7

Sources: Barclays Capital

Average Daily Return 
(Annualized)

Realized Volatility 
(Annualized) Info Ratio Skew Kurtosis

 Corporate Bond Index 3.10% -0.50% -0.01 -0.59 5.6

 Volatility Index 5.00% 27.80% 0.20 2.92 52.0

 Portfolio (85% Bond+15% Volatility) 2.45% 5.48% 0.45 1.39 27.9

Correlation Between The Volatility Arbitrage Strategy And Common Benchmarks
(based on monthly returns since Jan. 2002–Jan. 2009)

Figure 8

Sources: Barclays Capital

US Treasury Index S&P GSCI TR S&P 500 TR RIVA

 Barclays Capital US Treasury Index 100% -17% -10% -8%

 S&P GSCI  TR -17% 100% 17% 16%

 S&P 500 TR -10% 17% 100% 11%

 RIVA -8% 16% 11% 100%
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to many investors, either in combination with synthetic 
fixed-income beta or as a part of a larger portfolio search 
for absolute return alpha. As these techniques filter into 
the market, the strategies would ultimately cease to be a 
source of true alpha and would likely become a source of 
alternative beta, but would be valuable tools nonetheless. 

As an example of an alpha strategy, let’s consider the one 
implemented in the Barclays Capital Long-Short Credit Steepener 
(BLSC) Index. The index reflects the performance of the long-
short credit steepener strategy. Using economic fundamentals, 
the strategy aims to capture value by dynamically switching from 
a steepener to a flattener using as underlying the on-the-run 
iTraxx XO 5-year and 10-year.11 The type of position (steepener 
or flattener) is determined according to a signal based on the 
EUR 2s10s swap curve12 and the stock market volatility.

Stock market volatility and interest rates play an impor-
tant role in issuer default rates as well as default risk premia, 
which are the main determinants of credit default swap 
curves. It is this relationship that the index is trying to cap-
ture and generate alpha from.

Despite unprecedented volatility in CDS index curves, and 
sometimes overwhelming technical forces, the performance 
of BLSC was stable in 2008, and has outperformed a rolling 
steepener strategy over the back history (Figure 10).

Conclusion
The market volatility of 2008 and early 2009 has brought a 

new set of challenges to fixed-income portfolio management. 
Managing fixed-income beta, which many investors associate 
with low volatility and portfolio tracking errors relative to a 
benchmark, has not been immune from these challenges and 
is far from a trivial exercise in this market.

Tracking errors of a magnitude never experienced before 
have caused investors to reevaluate methods of efficient 
beta replication and managing portfolio risk while simulta-
neously considering new methods of generating portfolio 
alpha. The lessons learned by all fixed-income participants 
over the past year and a half will be vital in refining index 
replication strategies and developing new strategy-based 
indexes, portfolio tools and index products.

Efficient Frontier Of Portfolio
Using Volatility Arbitrage Index
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Endnotes:
1Lehman Brothers Fixed Income indices were rebranded as Barclays Capital Indices in November 2008.
2Using Barclays Capital index data as of February 20, 2009.
3Excess returns represent the relative outperformance of an index over a duration-matched portfolio of Treasuries using key rate durations.  
4Source: eVestment Alliance database of manager returns.
5For example, from January 2000 to December 2008, the average fixed-income Core+ manager outperformed the U.S. Aggregate by -1b p per month with a standard deviation of 
98 bp per month, compared with 102 bp for the Aggregate. Please see “Alpha-Beta Recombination: Can Synthetic Fixed Income Compete with Traditional Long-Only Managers?” 
Journal of Portfolio Management, Winter, 2009.
6Patent Pending. RBI is a registered trademark of Barclays Capital Inc. For more information on RBI Index swaps, please refer to “Replicating Bond Index (RBI) Baskets: A Synthetic 
Beta for Fixed Income,” Barclays Capital, August 23, 2006.
7This RBI basket for the U.S. Aggregate Index contains total return index swaps (TRS) on the UST and MBS components of the Aggregate Index and a blend of six funded par inter-
est rate swaps for each of the other components (i.e., agency, credit, CMBS and ABS).
8A swaption is an option that conveys the right to enter into an interest rate swap.
9See for example Fung William, Hsieh David A., 1999, ‘’The risk in hedge funds strategies: Theory and evidence from trend followers,’’ The Review of Financial Studies.
10As an example, Duarte, Longstaff and Yu (2005) have shown that  fixed-income arbitrage strategies that exhibit a high degree of alpha are also those that exhibit a higher degree 
of intellectual capital.
11A steepener trade seeks to profit on the expectation that a curve will steepen, often by buying shorter maturity instruments and selling longer maturity instruments. A flattener 
trade seeks to profit on the expectation that a curve will flatten, often by selling shorter maturity instruments and buying longer maturity instruments.
12The 2s10s swap curve represents the relationship (slope) between 2-year and 10-year swap rates.
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A fixed-income legend examines the state of the industry

Ten Questions 
With Jack Malvey
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Jack Malvey is the former chief glob-
al fixed-income strategist for Lehman 
Brothers, where, among other responsibil-
ities, he oversaw Lehman’s No. 1-ranked 
debt research department for more than 
15 years. Malvey recently discussed 
both the history and future of the fixed-
income indexing market with the editors 
of the Journal of Indexes. 

Journal of Indexes (JoI): Can you talk about the origins of the 
Lehman Brothers fixed-income indexes and how the indexing 
market has changed over time? 

Jack Malvey (Malvey): Total return bond indices were intro-
duced in 1973 to fill a startling measurement void in financial 
markets. Equity indices already had a long history by that 
time. Charles Dow created his Dow Jones Transportation 
Average way back in 1884, and followed that up with the 
Dow Jones Industrial Average in 1896. But while long-term 
series of “bond yield averages” existed since at least the 
early 20th century (e.g., Moody’s average of select corporate 
bond yields begins in 1919), in the early 1970s, neither the 
U.S. bond market nor major non-U.S. debt markets had a 
comprehensive measure of total return performance akin to 
equity return indices. 

But there was a great need. The great portfolio manage-
ment innovations of the 1950s and 1960s, especially with 
respect to asset allocation, could not possibly be applied 
without a measure of bond market performance. There also 
were business and personal incentives favoring bond index 
creation in the early 1970s: Some institutional bond manag-
ers rued in the late 1960s/early 1970s that their comparative 
portfolio performance could not be calculated, which was to 
their disadvantage (at least in outperformance years) in terms 
of performance-based compensation schemes. 

At the behest of several major institutional investors and 
bond industry groups, a research team led by Art Lipson at 
Kuhn, Loeb (acquired by Lehman in 1977) filled this void in 
July 1973 with the first marketwide U.S. bond return index 
of U.S. government and corporate bonds (index inception 
was backdated to Jan. 1, 1973). Salomon Brothers followed 
approximately two weeks later in July 1973 with a similar 
index. The closure of this measurement void would not have 
been possible without the growing availability of low-cost 
computing technology beginning in the early 1970s. 

General bond index philosophy has remained largely 
unchanged over the past nearly four decades. Index provid-
ers fill a vital global capital market need through the provi-
sion of broad market, sector, and issuer return and risk data. 
This index information underpins strategic and tactical asset 
allocation, and issuer and security selection, and thereby 
helps render capital markets more efficient. 

The bond index market, though, has become far more com-
plex thanks to capital market innovation and globalization. 
Asset-backed securities, commercial real-estate-backed secu-
rities, Pan-European high-yield corporates, public emerging-
market debt, and the Eurozone and euro had not been born 

back in 1973. The Asian, Latin American and Eastern European 
corporate debt markets barely existed in the 1970s, if at all. 

Guided by the intention to complete the “global index 
map” by adding both newly developed asset classes and all 
substantive local bond markets to its global family of indices, 
Lehman deepened its index family from just two components 
in 1973 (U.S. governments and U.S. corporates) to approxi-
mately 15 by 1996, and all the way to about 110 generic 
indices by early 2009. In turn, these new indices dictated 
new third- and fourth-generation macro index creations, like 
the Euro-Aggregate Index, created in 1998. 

More recently, debt indices have become not only mea-
surement tools, but also financial products in themselves.

JoI: Were there any conflict issues in the calculation of the 
Lehman Brothers indexes, and if so, how were they dealt with? 

Malvey: As the scale of the global family of indices (including U.S. 
municipals) skyrocketed since the mid-1990s to include approxi-
mately 70,000 securities in early 2009, there were admittedly 
occasional instances where the pricing of an individual issuer or 
a specific issue—particularly at month-end—might be debated 
and even found to be erroneous. These infrequent occurrences 
tended to be associated with off-the-run, less-liquid corporate 
borrowers and small securitized tranches. Far less common, 
transitions of large industries/issuers from investment-grade to 
high-yield index status, such as the U.S. auto industry in 2005, 
might invite additional index-user scrutiny. Somewhat surpris-
ingly, chaotic market conditions like the Asian financial crisis 
of 1997, 9/11 and the “panic of 2008” did not lead to intense 
external debate over index pricing. Understandably, investors 
have greater portfolio priorities at such difficult times. 

The resolution of index pricing anomalies was a clear and 
straightforward process. Whether brought to Lehman’s atten-
tion by index users or discovered by Lehman’s index produc-
tion team, affected securities were reevaluated by traders 
marking the index and verified against third-party pricing. In 
those extremely rare cases where a mispricing was detected 
after publication, a pricing correction would be immediately 
made and, if necessary, where such repricing would materially
alter an overall macro index return like the Euro-Aggregate 
Index or U.S. Aggregate Index by approximately 10 bp or 
more, the overall index would be immediately rerun with the 
correct prices and the index results restated. 

If the term “conflict” implies “conflict of interest” between 
Lehman traders/index group and third parties such as inves-
tors/other counterparties (especially for index swaps), then 
I never observed any such conflicts during my 16½ years 
at Lehman. Stout organizational defenses were in place to 
guard against such a possibility: 

a) As mandated by regular compliance reviews, trader-
index pricers and index production were separate and 
distinct groups with different reporting lines; 

b) Trading desks and index production did not share 
technology; 

c) As the global family of indices grew, the price inputs 
of upward of 100 traders would be included in index 
calculations, thereby nearly eliminating the ability of 
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any aberrant trader-index pricer to meaningfully affect 
the overall index; and 

d) The most important safeguard of all, the completely 
open and transparent publication on a daily, monthly 
and yearly basis of the pricing of every single indi-
vidual constituent of every Lehman index. For nearly 
four decades, this data has been rigorously reviewed 
by thousands of institutional investors, hundreds of 
issuers, dozens of consultants and numerous academ-
ics, and has never been found to be tainted by real or 
perceived conflicts. 

JoI: How accurate is bond pricing? 

Malvey: Overall bond pricing and index returns should be judged 
as extremely accurate. As measured by bond indices, the trajec-
tory of bond market returns through time is mainly governed by 
perturbations of local Treasury yield curves and, for international 
indices, currency movements. Treasury prices and currency 
movements have long been displayed on a real-time basis out to 
several decimal places on multiple vendor screens. In the domain 
of spread sectors (corporates, agencies, MBS, CMBS, ABS), agen-
cy and MBS prices also are largely available on real-time pricing 
screens. Corporate bond pricing also has improved thanks to 
third-party pricing reference services like TRACE. In certain 
smaller regions of the world bond market and during periods of 
generalized illiquidity in spread sectors, there is room for pricing 
improvement. Not every securitized tranche and small corporate 
issue by an infrequent issuer trades on a daily basis. 

Especially during periods of general capital market stress, 
sharp variations in market-liquidity provisions by the shrink-
ing cadre of major broker-dealers also can widen bid/ask 
spreads, especially in the lower-quality markets, and insti-
gate a debate about the appropriate daily mark for some 
securities. Typically, such debates are infrequent and have 
virtually no effect on the overall return of a macro index 
consisting of several thousand securities.  

JoI: What are your thoughts on the pluses and minuses of single-
source and multisource pricing in fixed-income indexes? 

Malvey: A couple of debt index consortia, newly formed 
over the past decade, have staked an appealing advertising 
claim of supposed index superiority based on multisource/
multicontributor pricing inputs. A multicontributor index 
enhances its long-run odds of survivorship and continuity but 
not necessarily its pricing quality, particularly if contributing 
members vary in their index-pricing commitment. 

In reality, pure single-sourced major debt index organiza-
tions ceased to exist sometime in the late 1980s/early 1990s. 
All perceived single-source bond index providers rely on 
bond price vendors and other external sources for prices to 
run verification algorithms and to directly price some por-
tions of the world bond market where an in-house pricing 
capability may not exist. For example, Lehman used third-
party pricing vendors for such areas as Canadian corporates, 
Danish mortgage-backed securities and German Pfandbriefe. 
And, as publicly announced in 2006, the index groups of 

Lehman [now Barclays Capital] and Citi/Salomon exchange 
investment-grade index prices on a daily basis for mutual 
verification purposes. 

The consultant, plan sponsor and investor selection of a 
debt index provider should be based on many factors, with 
constituent index pricing among the least important given its 
equivalence across both equity and now debt index provid-
ers. The greatest emphasis should be placed on the “total 
index service equation.” Specifically, existing and prospec-
tive index users should also include in their evaluations:

a) The accompanying analytics and technology, if any, 
available to fully exploit the use of a designated index 
and to better understand the dynamic sources of rela-
tive portfolio risk and return; 

b) Additional index services provided by an index research 
team and by fellow firm researchers, usually found in 
the product and quantitative strategy groups. 

This is not to suggest that the reliance on any single index 
provider comes without risk. As sadly witnessed firsthand in 
September 2008—although daily index production was sus-
tained without interruption—the demise of Lehman Brothers 
certainly reminded investors of business continuity risk. As 
suggested in basic portfolio theory and as already practiced 
by large asset management firms, index diversification ranks 
as the prime antidote to index business continuity risk. 

JoI: What should investors take away from the 2007–2009 glob-
al economic crisis and some of the wide spreads that developed 
in fixed-income indexes at that time?

Malvey: Like all major historical events, the stunning breadth 
and depth of this first “neo-modern credit recession” of 
2007–2010 will inspire lessons to be learned and applied for 
years to come. The absorption of these lessons, not all readily 
apparent in mid-2009, likely will consume the first half of the 
2010s. Real lessons also will be accompanied by exaggerated 
anxieties about the far-fetched possibility of such events as 
the resurrection of 1930s-style protectionism, a retreat of 
globalization and even the potential demise of modern capital-
ism. Without going out on a limb, the late 20th-century global 
capital market regime will be recalled as having been upended 
in 2008. The next-generation, truly 21st-century capital market 
framework is already under construction and hopefully will 
provide a potent bulwark against a reoccurrence of the many 
faults of its conspicuously deficient predecessor. 

The preliminary takeaways from this early 21st-economic/
market misadventure include: 

a) Ignorance of or ignoring the rich capital-market history 
of the past two centuries can be highly hazardous to 
portfolios; 

b) Global trade and capital flow imbalances are not sus-
tainable infinitely; 

c) Residential and commercial real estate valuations do 
not continuously escalate; 

d) Recurring systemic government, corporate and con-
sumer credit misdiagnoses continue to plague the 
world financial system despite two centuries of 
remediation efforts; 
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e) Financial institution and consumer financial leverage 
have limits and will be recalibrated lower to the more-
conservative standards of the post-Great Depression 
era extending from the 1940s to the early 1980s; 

f) Recurring fallibility of institutions (certain financial insti-
tutions, rating agencies) and financial risk models will be 
better understood and mitigated, although not ended; 

g) Antiquated regulatory and government oversight method-
ologies will be overhauled, with enhanced global coordi-
nation and inevitable additional scrutiny of rating agencies 
and certain types of alternative asset managers; 

h) As in the aftermath of every monumental market shock 
accompanied by poor investment performance, the 
rate of financial innovation will slow for some period 
as investors grapple with the memories of poor finan-
cial product outcomes and with high volatility of even 
plain-vanilla financial instruments; 

i) Perhaps most important, consensus portfolio manage-
ment philosophy will be subject to reinterpretation in 
a world where inter-asset class correlations have been 
rediscovered to be disturbingly high. For instance, alle-
giance to long-term equity return supremacy, spread-
sector allocation maximization, alternative asset classes 
as a magic absolute return generator and even alpha/
beta separation will be rethought.

JoI: Should investable fixed-income benchmarks undergo any 
changes in light of our experiences in the last six months, and 
if so, how? 

Malvey: Consistent with the natural evolution of global 
capital markets, index rules gradually change through time 
to better capture market reality. Since 1997, Lehman (now 
Barclays Capital) has conducted annual Index Advisory 
Councils on three continents (North America, Europe, Asia) 
to consider possible index modifications like liquidity, asset 
class additions/deletions and index analytics/technology. 
Biannually, these three groups, totaling nearly 100 major 
institutions of all classic types of debt investors, assemble for 
a Global Index Advisory Council. 

Undoubtedly, the events of 2007–2010 will spawn vigor-
ous council debates. In my view, major changes in the mul-
tidecade philosophy underlying broad macro benchmarks 
like the U.S. Aggregate Index, U.S. Universal Index, the Euro-
Aggregate Index, the Global Aggregate Index and Multiverse 
Index will not be forthcoming. These indices were designed 
to be the broadest gauges of overall market performance 
and have well satisfied this function during this tumultuous 
period. This does not suggest nonresponsive index philoso-
phy rigidity and by no means precludes a vast scope for index 
innovation over the early 2010s. But this innovation likely 
will be found mainly in the field of customized indices. 

Every major capital market correction justifiably augurs a 
review of methods. The “great corporate governance fiasco” 
of 2001–2002, made infamous by Enron and WorldCom, led 
to the introduction of a suite of issuer-constrained invest-
ment-grade, high-yield and broader macro indices. Given that 
most customized indices emanate from a desire to reweight 

components to better reflect desired portfolio objectives and 
constraints, the experience of 2007–2010 will probably lead 
to further investigation of new index-weighting schemes. For 
instance, given the bold increase in world government bond 
supply, will investors want to be dragged by the gravitational 
pull of indices into portfolios with higher-and-higher weights 
in government bonds that offer lower returns through time? 
As in the equity arena, many debt investors share a basic 
discomfort with classical market-weighted indices. 

Unfortunately for the discomforted, a broad consensus does 
not—and likely will not soon—exist on a satisfactory alternative 
to market-weighted bond indices. This lack of consensus surely 
will not impede ongoing experimentation through customized 
index channels to complement—and perhaps someday very far 
in the future supplant—market-weighted indices. 

JoI: What are the biggest issues facing the fixed-income 
market? 

Malvey: On the tactical side, the global capital markets of 
2009 will be centered on defining the economic trough, 
timing the accompanying valuation bottom for risky assets, 
searching for liquidity in a milieu of de-leveraging and 
consolidating broker-dealers, fretting about the inevitable 
government bond supply bulge-induced escalation of world 
yield curves to the detriment of absolute bond returns, and 
questioning the durability of concurrent U.S. dollar stabil-
ity, and U.S. and non-U.S. budget-deficit expansion beyond 
world economic normalization. 

On the strategic side, capital market professionals will be 
focused on the anticipation and implementation of new strat-
egies in the face of major alterations in the legislative, regula-
tory, judicial, institutional, consumer, investor/broker-dealer 
model, and asset management philosophy frameworks. Early 
anticipators and adapters to this new and rapidly changing 
environment will have an inherent competitive advantage. 
As already shown in 2008, static financial organizations with 
nondynamic business philosophies face the highest risk of 
obsolescence and even extinction in a generation. 

JoI: Does it make sense to use broad benchmarks like the Lehman 
Brothers Aggregate Bond Index to underlie investable products? 

Malvey: As shown by the success of investable products like 
ETFs hinged to the U.S. Aggregate, U.S. Treasury and U.S. 
Treasury Inflation-Linked securities, broad bond benchmarks 
have met an essential need both from institutional and indi-
vidual investors seeking to easily replicate the return/risk of key 
debt markets. Ahead, consideration should be given to the use 
of even broader macro benchmarks like the Global Aggregate 
Index and the Multiverse Index to mimic the performance of the 
entire world bond market. And boring in from the micro direc-
tion, there are dozens of potentially worthy narrower invest-
able products that might be constructed from the hundreds of 
global debt index components. The beta replication of narrower 
index components (i.e., CMBS, corporates, Japanese RMBS, 
etc.) can free up total return bond managers to concentrate on 

continued on page 55
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their alpha-generating areas of expertise (i.e., currencies, 
curves, spread-products, asset allocation) in their quest 
to outperform formidable bond indices like the Global 
Aggregate Index.

JoI: Will the future of fixed-income indexes be more aligned 
with benchmarking/asset management or with the creation 
of tradable, investable products?

Malvey: The provision of accurate benchmarks for asset 
managers and the construction of tradable investable 
index products are not mutually exclusive. A strong index 
franchise should be able to undertake both pursuits 
simultaneously. If pushed to prioritize—and perhaps 
reflecting the thrust of my index tenure at Lehman—I 
would lean toward the supply of worthy benchmarks for 
asset managers. This is a nontrivial task. On the threshold 
of the second decade of the 21st century, the world bond 
market has not been fully mapped. A heavy emphasis on 
the creation of tradable index products could detract 
from properly resourcing the original classic benchmark 
function. And if not handled properly, the mix of bench-
mark provisioning with tradable investable index prod-
ucts could invite conflict conjectures from third parties. 
Finally, as alluded to above in your “aftermath question,” 
the impetus for innovation, solutions and structured 
products might well be dormant for an extended stretch 
until global capital markets fully recover and all the pain-
ful recent lessons are fully digested.

JoI: What do you see as the key trends to watch going for-
ward in fixed-income indexing? 

Malvey: At root, all asset class indices are measurement 
tools intended to provide institutional and individual 
investors, consultants, issuers and academics with a set 
of objective performance standards. Consistent with this 
guiding principle, the following trends in debt indexing 
may be observed over the next decade. 

First, the world index map needs to be completed on
a single-index platform in order to house a full measure of 
world bond market performance as has long been avail-
able for the global equity asset class. There are missing 

pieces, like an Islamic bond index and several worthy 
emerging-market local currency government and spread-
sector markets. The creation of stand-alone indices for 
CMOs and certain types of structured product might be 
revisited. A suite of “real” indices (nominal return minus 
local inflation rate), an environmentally friendly “green 
index,” and a “socially responsible index,” might be help-
ful information tools. Insurers and plan sponsors might 
find constant portfolio (such as a book yield index) and 
constant duration indices useful. 

Second, as investable ETFs proliferate, and as demand-
ed by equity exchanges, bond index providers need to 
migrate to the standard long applied in equity markets—
namely, real-time pricing. 

Third, and consistent with the quest toward creating 
new index products, the next generation of debt index 
innovation might include more cross-asset combinations 
featuring elements drawn from debt, equity and commod-
ity asset classes. 

Fourth, while the number of broker-dealer index pro-
viders may shrink given stress-induced consolidations, 
behemoth global bond managers may be incented to cre-
ate their own suite of specialty indices. 

Fifth, like everything else in financial markets, addition-
al regulatory oversight in some form would not surprise. 

Sixth, the components of macro indices will be expand-
ed. The eventual full convertibility of Chinese and Indian 
currencies will render their debt eligible for inclusion in 
the Global Aggregate Index and spur increased interna-
tional demand for their securities. 

Seventh, new product innovation will not lay fallow 
forever. The 2010s surely will see new portfolio manage-
ment strategies accompanied by more debt ETFs, custom-
ized indices, liability-driven benchmarks and specialty-
structured indices. 

Eighth, recognizing that index mastery can often deliv-
er persistent alpha in the bunched realm of competitive 
debt asset management performance, professional index 
specialists will be included on the asset management 
committees of first-tier asset management firms. 

Overall, the further development and application of 
bond indices will be one of the most exciting and fastest-
growing areas of finance over the coming decade.

Malvey continued from page 35

Room For Single And Multidealer Indexes?
The fixed-income market is changing rapidly, as are stan-

dards for fixed-income indexing. We believe that dealers and 
independent index providers alike bring valuable contribu-
tions to the table, with dealers having special expertise and 
insight into the market, and independent index providers 
offering the potential for more-robust pricing data by con-
solidating information from multiple parties. 

In today’s market, there is room for both. The ongoing 
fluctuations in the fixed-income market have put a premium 
on intelligent investment strategies, and dealers are well-
positioned to deliver index-based strategy solutions into 
that market. At the same time, the challenges of illiquidity 
and financial market uncertainty have made the more-robust 
nature of a multidealer pricing network attractive from a 
benchmarking perspective.

Flagel continued from page 39
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The number of indexes available to investors is for-
ever growing. While equity indexes such as the ones 
provided by Standard & Poor’s, Dow Jones, MSCI and 

Russell remain the most widely used, indexes covering other 
asset classes are receiving an increasing share of activity. Over 
the last few years, a number of indexes covering commodities 
(S&P GSCI, DJ-AIG), credit derivatives (Markit CDX and Markit 
iTraxx), bonds (Barclays, Markit iBoxx), structured finance 
(Markit ABX.HE), real estate (S&P/Case-Shiller) and others have 
generated significant interest. This broadening of the index 
market and the growing recognition that active asset manage-
ment does not necessarily warrant the high fees it demands 
have resulted in a huge increase in index-based investment 
vehicles—such as index tracking funds, exchange-traded 
notes (ETNs) and exchange-traded funds (ETFs)—that track 
nonequity markets. The benefits to investors of index-tracking 
investment vehicles are many: low fees, reduced risk and inde-
pendence from individual managers’ capabilities. 

Overall, the expansion of index-based investment products 
into new asset classes is a positive development. New asset 
classes, however, require new types of indexes and present 
new index challenges. Index-based products will only benefit 
investors if the indexes that these products track are reliable, 
efficient and functional as investable benchmarks. This is a 
topic of immediate concern in the fixed-income arena.

Bond Indexes In The U.S. And Europe
Although equity indexes have been in evidence since the 

early 1800s, it was not until the early 1970s that efforts were 
initiated to establish bond performance indexes. Two of the 
main protagonists in index development for bonds were 
Kuhn, Loeb and Salomon Brothers. Salomon Brothers intro-
duced its Long-Term High-Grade Corporate Bond Index in 
1973, at the same time that Kuhn, Loeb (ultimately acquired 
by Lehman Brothers) set up three U.S. bond indexes. 

For many years, most bond index providers were investment 
banks. The reason is simple: There is no central price-reporting 
facility in the bond market the way there is with equities. As a 
result, compared to stocks, the bond market is opaque: There is 
no one “price” for IBM’s bonds the way there is for IBM’s stock. 
Investment banks with large bond trading operations are able 
to draw on their internal trading to price securities, gaining 
firsthand visibility into a challenging market.

Leveraging this process, by the early 1990s, U.S. indexes 
were being published by J.P. Morgan, Lehman Brothers, 
Citibank and Merrill Lynch. The Lehman indexes, now 
rebranded under their new owner Barclays Capital, became 
the dominant index family in the U.S., and today the majority 
of bond portfolios are benchmarked against these indexes. 

European bond indexes, by contrast, were quite fragment-
ed. Different currencies meant that each country had its own 
dominant index for sovereign issues. The corporate bond 
market was largely still underdeveloped until the introduc-
tion of the euro on Jan. 1, 1999, when the advent of a single 
market helped investment portfolios become cross-national. 

Recognizing the limitations that come with an individual 
approach, especially in such a fragmented market, a group 
of leading European and U.S. banks active in Europe estab-

lished a consortium and launched the Euro and Sterling 
iBoxx indexes in 2002. The iBoxx franchise uses a multidealer 
pricing model, aggregating pricing from multiple bond deal-
ers into a single consolidated price. The iBoxx indexes have 
since established themselves as the market-leading indexes 
in Europe and the U.K. both for benchmarking and as the 
basis for ETFs and structured products. 

The two contrasting models—single- versus multidealer 
indexes—have become a major topic of debate in the fixed-
income indexing arena. 

Market Benchmarks
Before exploring the dynamics and differences between 

the single-dealer index model and the independent index 
provider in more detail, it is worth briefly summarizing the 
consensus view of what constitutes a good index. Most of 
these views apply whether an index is primarily used for 
benchmarking or product structuring, and whether it tracks 
a market or an investment strategy. 

A well-designed index should be clearly defined with trans-
parent rules. The components should ideally be investable and 
have pricing available. The index should also reflect current 
market dynamics and have daily performance data available. 
For an index to gain acceptance and become an established 
benchmark, other aspects of index provision should also 
be considered, such as independence in the calculation and 
management of the indexes. Lastly, an additional issue when 
assessing an index is the systems and technology competence 
available to support the index effort.

A good index for product structuring contains similar 
characteristics to those of a broad benchmark, but with 
more focus on investability. Replicating a broad benchmark 
for an index-tracking product would require purchasing the 
few thousand issues in the index to ensure minimum track-
ing error, which can be difficult. There are three approaches 
to solve this. The asset manager can invest in a sample 
portfolio that has a low tracking error to the broad index. 
Alternatively, the index provider can create a smaller index 
that has a small tracking error to the broad index using 
bonds and other instruments such as swaps. The last option 
is to use a smaller index (“liquid index”) that represents the 
asset class but with a much smaller set of bonds. 

Sponsors of index-tracking products use some or all of 
the above options, which gives the investors a good choice. 
Investors requiring that their investments reflect the perfor-
mance of the broad benchmark may prefer the first option, 
and many asset managers have built an excellent track record 
in replicating broad benchmarks using sophisticated quantita-
tive sampling techniques. Other investors may prefer to be 
less dependent on an asset manager’s sampling skills and may 
prefer a fully replicating product that tracks a smaller index.

Single-Dealer Indexes Vs. Independent Indexes
We believe that both independent index providers and sin-

gle-dealer indexes have a role to play in the index area. In our 
view, the best results are reached when they work together, 
adding their respective expertise and unique benefits.

Banks are best placed to design sophisticated investment 
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strategy indexes, and indexes based on illiquid asset classes, 
or asset classes traded by only a handful of market par-
ticipants. Innovation in the financial markets originates from 
banks’ research, trading and structuring desks. Furthermore, 
banks have unique capabilities in certain product areas such 
as derivatives, and also have access to opaque and inacces-
sible markets. Banks can transfer their proprietary intellectual 
property or unique trading capabilities to the general financial 
community through indexes, either as data points or in the 
form of structured products. The vast amount of resources 
that a bank has for researching financial markets and invest-
ment strategies finds a visual representation in an index.

While most banks have their indexes calculated and pub-
lished by their research departments, which are independent 
from the trading organization, there are instances when it is 
beneficial for a proprietary bank index to be managed and 
calculated by an independent third party. This is the case 
when indexes are managed and supported in a production 
environment that is not robust, such as a spreadsheet for 
example, or when it becomes cost-effective to leverage the 
economies of scale and skills of a dedicated index provider. 
Aside from these operational concerns, banks often call on 
independent index calculation agents when their indexes are 
the basis of their structured products and they want to avoid 
any potential conflicts of interest, real or perceived. 

The differences between the single-dealer and multicon-
tributor index model for benchmark indexes can be seen in 
the design, input data and operational robustness of indexes.

Design
All bond indexes are rules-based, but the rules are influ-

enced by the needs of the publisher. Independent index pro-
viders are well-placed to design benchmark indexes that are 
meant to represent a mature market or a specific universe 
within that market objectively, like a liquid version for finan-
cial products such as ETFs. The design of the index will not 
depend on specific capabilities or strengths of an investment 
bank or trading desk, and any perceived potential conflicts of 
interest with a capital markets business are avoided.

Good quality benchmark indexes have fully transparent 
rules for index composition, price consolidation and index 
calculation, as well as governance, ideally including a wide 
range of market participants as mentioned above. 

Data
Once designed, the key material for an index is the input 

data. Good quality data on the terms and conditions of 
bond issues is readily available, which leaves pricing as the 
most important data component of an index. The quality 
of the pricing of a single-dealer index will be a function of 
the dealer’s coverage of the market, and the commitment 
of the sales and trading business to the indexes. A dealer 
does not necessarily have the benefit of multidealer price 
observations on the same bonds.

Independent index providers have devised different mod-
els for price acquisition; however, the primary source of 
pricing is still the dealer community. But rather than relying 
on a single source for pricing, independent index providers 
have formed relationships with multiple dealers that provide 
pricing on the index universe. This results in multidealer 
quotes for each security in the index and thus provides a 
natural verification process. Markit iBoxx obtains prices from 
nine dealers (Barclays Capital, Goldman Sachs, UBS, Morgan 
Stanley, BNP, HSBC, J.P. Morgan, Dresdner and Deutsche 
Bank) for each bond in its USD Investment Grade Index, for 
instance. The average number of prices per bond is currently 
four, as shown in Figure 1. This means that on average, taken 
across the whole USD index universe, every bond has prices 
from 4 different dealers each day. Generally, each dealer 
tends to price the same bonds each day, ensuring continuity 
of price sourcing.

Figure 1 indicates the benefits of a multidealer approach 
to the provision of pricing for index calculation. The four-year 
period from 2006 to 2009 encompasses periods of more-nor-
mal financial conditions and the extremes experienced during 
late 2007 and through the end of January 2009. The depth 
value measures the average number of prices per security and 
can be seen to be constant at five prices per security up until 
January 2009, when it drops to four. U.S. Treasuries have bet-
ter coverage, with a depth of seven prices per security. Even 
though we find that three price contributors are usually suf-
ficient for price discovery, as indexes become more accepted 
and used by asset managers, more banks will provide prices 
for the indexes, improving their reliability further. 

The impact of the extreme volatility in pricing starting in 
2008, and the value of multiple price contributors, can be seen 
more clearly in Figure 2, which shows the standard deviation of Source: Markit 

Figure 1

The Average Depth Of Pricing By Sector

Sector Jan 
06

Jan 
07

Jan 
08

Jan 
09

 Overall 5 5 5 4

 Non-Treasuries 4 5 5 4

Corporates 5 5 5 4

 Financials 5 5 5 4

 Basic Materials 4 5 5 4

 Consumer Goods 5 5 5 4

 Consumer Services 5 5 6 4

 Health Care 5 5 5 4

 Industrials 4 5 5 4

 Oil & Gas 5 5 5 4

 Technology 5 5 6 4

 Telecommunications 5 6 6 5

 Utilities 5 5 5 4

 Non-Financials 5 5 5 4

Sovereigns and Sub-Sovereigns 4 4 5 4

 Agencies 4 4 5 4

 Local Government 5 5 5 5

 Other Sub-Sovereigns 5 4 5 4

 Supranationals 5 5 6 4

 Treasuries 7 8 8 6
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pricing for bonds in different sectors over different periods.
For the more-benign conditions during January 2006 

and January 2007, the standard deviation of contributor 
prices was both quite low and constant at 0.64. However, 
the volatility in prices took a sharp move upward as would be 
expected during 2008. Volatility in pricing increased across 
all sectors including U.S. Treasuries from 2007 through 
January 2009. This is primarily due to the loss of liquidity in 
the market resulting in a compromise in the price discovery 
process. In illiquid markets, there is no such thing as a “cor-
rect” price, as dealers will price the same bond often very 
differently depending on their needs. A multicontributor 
index will have visibility across all these prices, be able to 
discard prices that are clearly off-market, and consolidate the 
remaining prices to arrive at a market price that includes all 
information and is objective. The Markit iBoxx indexes use a 
screening and consolidation process (described in the iBoxx 
rules freely available from www.iBoxx.com) that validates the 
contributed prices and eliminates those prices not meeting 
the stringent eligibility criteria. The remaining prices are 
then combined to provide the Markit iBoxx bond price that 
represents the best estimate of the value of the security.

In addition to publicly available index composition rules, 
the Markit indexes also have strict rules governing how the 
prices of each constituent is determined, and how the index 
is calculated daily. The influence of manual intervention or 
human judgment is left out of the daily process.

Robustness
Robustness is the quality of being able to withstand stress-

es, pressures or changes in procedure or circumstances. 
There are risks associated with the operational continuity 

of single-dealer indexes. There could be changes in a bank’s 
financial circumstances, strategic direction or coverage of 
certain markets; alternatively, its indexes might be affected 
by loss of pricing for a given asset class or sector. 

Under the multidealer approach, diversification across 
multiple price suppliers mitigates this impact. For the inde-
pendent index provider, challenging conditions also apply, 
but the risk of losing one or two price contributors is consid-
erably less and, in any event, replacing a pricing contributor 
is easy and sometimes not even necessary. 

Figure 3 gives an indication of the robustness of the multi-
dealer approach. The table shows the difference between the 
standard deviation of all prices from all dealers versus the stan-
dard deviation when two dealers are removed from the Markit 
iBoxx USD index. This is an extreme scenario where up to two 
dealers drop out of the data provision process, but the results 
indicate the robustness of the multidealer approach. 

At the overall level, and for U.S. Treasuries, there is no 
significant impact associated with losing a price contribu-
tor. Even for indexes covering less-liquid asset classes, los-
ing a price contributor does not have a major impact on the 
final price calculated. continued on page 55

Source:  Markit

Figure 2

The Standard Deviation Of Prices By Sector  
January 2006–January 2009

Sector Jan 
06

Jan 
07

Jan 
08

Jan 
09

 Overall 0.64 0.64 2.70 7.37

 Non-Treasuries 0.65 0.66 2.77 7.65

Corporates 0.79 0.80 3.26 10.00

 Financials 0.62 0.74 3.23 12.35

 Basic Materials 0.77 1.38 2.35 8.87

 Consumer Goods 0.87 0.63 2.69 7.99

 Consumer Services 1.09 0.69 3.24 7.38

 Health Care 0.67 0.87 3.73 5.46

 Industrials 0.65 0.99 3.73 10.78

 Oil & Gas 0.82 0.98 2.95 10.54

 Technology 1.18 0.62 4.56 7.58

 Telecommunications 1.36 0.95 3.40 7.45

 Utilities 0.77 0.77 3.51 8.73

 Non-Financials 0.94 0.86 3.28 8.45

Sovereigns and Sub-Sovereigns 0.42 0.41 1.69 2.34

 Agencies 0.36 0.37 1.74 1.96

 Local Government 0.51 0.53 2.38 4.12

 Other Sub-Sovereigns 0.28 0.38 3.59 0.86

 Supranationals 0.55 0.44 1.07 1.84

 Treasuries 0.41 0.34 1.40 1.19

Source:  Markit

Figure 3

The Impact Of Removing Two Dealers  
On The Standard Deviation In Prices

Sector Jan 
06

Jan 
07

Jan 
08

Jan 
09

 Overall -0.03 0.00 0.07 -0.02 

 Non-Treasuries -0.03 0.00 0.07 0.01

Corporates -0.05 0.01 0.09 0.19

 Financials 0.03 0.00 0.07 0.22

 Basic Materials 0.02 0.07 0.10 -0.40

 Consumer Goods 0.03 0.01 0.11 0.79

 Consumer Services -0.19 0.02 -0.07 -0.08

 Health Care -0.01 0.00 0.31 -0.25

 Industrials -0.04 -0.01 0.18 0.43

 Oil & Gas 0.03 0.03 0.12 0.49

 Technology -0.55 -0.04 0.25 0.21

 Telecommunications -0.47 0.00 0.09 0.00

 Utilities 0.02 -0.04 0.05 0.00

 Non-Financials -0.13 0.01 0.10 0.16

Sovereigns and Sub-Sovereigns -0.01 -0.01 0.04 -0.41

 Agencies -0.01 -0.02 0.06 -0.31

 Local Government -0.09 0.00 0.01 0.05

 Other Sub-Sovereigns 0.00 0.01 0.31 0.04

 Supranationals -0.02 0.02 0.02 0.04

 Treasuries 0.00 0.01 0.09 0.01
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By David Blitzer

How we got to where we are today

All That Debt

The disastrous fortunes of the stock market and the 
ever-expanding analyses of the credit crisis have 
brought fixed-income investments, and indexes, 

renewed attention among investors. While most ana-
lysts recognize that the range of debt instruments has 
expanded dramatically in the last three decades, few 
realize how much the quantity of debt—our indebt-
edness—has grown. Since the early 1980s, debt in the 
U.S. economy has more than doubled as a proportion of 
gross domestic product. In the same period, Financial 
sector borrowing has grown from a modest footnote to 
a third of the total debt.

Economywide levels of debt are usually measured by 
their proportion to GDP rather than in absolute dollars. 
First, inflation shrinks the real value and burden of debt, 
so any measure should not depend simply on nominal 
dollars. Second, the key question for debt is the abil-
ity to service it. By measuring debt as a proportion of 
national output, we gauge the drain debt service may 
place on the economy. Since both the debt and the GDP 
figure are measured in nominal (as opposed to inflation-
adjusted) terms, the ratio will not be skewed by changes 
in the price level. Figure 1 offers a picture of debt over 
the last 56 years using data from the Federal Reserve’s 
Flow of Funds Accounts. The chart divides debt into 
funds borrowed by the Financial and non-Financial sec-
tors. Non-Financial borrowing is by households, busi-
nesses, government, farms and foreign borrowers. The 
last two groups are minimal compared to the others. 

Further, all these are often treated separately from 
Financial borrowers. 

Until the early 1980s, the ratio of either total or non-
Financial debt to GDP was surprisingly stable, at about 
1.5 times. In fact, there were analysts who sought to find 
some “economic law of nature” that would explain this 
stable pattern. More likely, the apparent stability reflect-
ed a combination of regulations that limited leverage 
with traditions that taught about fears of debt. There is 
no economic law of nature that sets the ratio of debt-to-
GDP or explains when debt service becomes unbearable. 
Indeed, the lesson of the last few quarters is that debt 
that looks easily manageable at one moment may look 
absolutely terrifying in another time or climate—this 

Figure 1

Debt:GDP Ratio
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applies to companies as well as countries. Moreover, 
while the data are less reliable, debt levels in the 1920s 
rose as high, or higher, than they are today.

In good economic times, when the economy is 
expanding, debt is rarely a problem. Rising incomes 
help to make rising debt manageable, and the opti-
mism that comes from rising incomes makes lenders 
willing to work out any difficulties faced by borrowers. 
The danger comes when incomes slide and markets 
collapse. Collateral, if there were any demanded of bor-
rowers, often shrinks as markets fall. Lenders become 
increasingly nervous and loans are called. Initially, this 
process of de-leveraging proceeds with only modest 
difficulties and a few small bankruptcies. However, 
external factors may cause the process to go out of 
control. If prices rise more slowly than before, or 
begin to fall, the values of real assets drop, while the 
pain of servicing debt, especially fixed-rate debt, rises. 
This puts more pressure on borrowers and encour-
ages aggressive de-leveraging. In the extreme, a cycle 
of debt deflation is generated—everything but the 
debts deflate. Any available cash is devoted to only 
one cause—retiring debt—and that leads to further 
economic contraction. Debt deflation may be possible 
in any economic contraction, but the potential damage 
and the time needed to recover are much greater if 
debt levels are high than if they are low. 

So how did today’s debt levels get so high? In the 
aftermath of the 1981–1982 recession and the Fed’s 
successful efforts to conquer inflation, attitudes to debt 
began to shift. Financial sector debt began to climb as 
securitization grew in popularity. The 1980s saw the 
beginning of mortgage-backed securities, and these 
were soon followed by other forms of securitization 
covering credit cards, auto loans and just about any 
other form of borrowing that lent itself to statistical 
analysis and packaging. The 1980s also saw an increase 
in the ratio of federal government debt to GDP. While 

many decry government spending as the cause of all 
our debt, some perspective is needed here. In the sec-
ond world war, federal debt expanded many times over 
as the government borrowed (as well as taxed) to pay 
for the war, and most nondefense economic activity 
shrank. The next 30-plus years were spent gradually 
working down that mountain of federal debt. While 
there were plenty of years with deficits, the growth in 
federal debt was less than the growth of GDP, so the 
ratio of federal debt to GDP declined. This process drew 
to an end in the early 1980s.

Figure 2 shows when and where the debt grew. The 
data show the annualized percentage growth in the 
ratio of debt-to-GDP, not debt levels. A positive figure 
means debt grew faster than GDP. The two periods of 
sustained debt growth were the presidential terms of 
Ronald Reagan and George W. Bush. Reagan came to 
office promising to cut taxes, increase defense spend-
ing and reduce the deficit. He succeeded on two of the 
three, a good record for any politician. However, federal 
debt climbed in the Reagan years, adding to the overall 
debt load. During George W. Bush’s administration, 
the debt increase was paced by household borrowing 
and by the Financial sector. Home mortgages pushed 
up household borrowing, and mortgage securitization 
boosted Financial debt. On top of that, Bush reversed 
the absolute decline in federal debt seen in the latter 
part of Clinton’s presidency. The size of municipal and 
other (foreign and farm sector) borrowing in the Bush 
years was not large enough to make much difference. 

What happens next? De-leveraging will shrink debt 
going forward and the debt-to-GDP ratio will stabilize 
and then decline. Most likely, the largest shrinkage will 
be in the Financial sector, followed by households, while 
the federal government sector will see debt increase in 
the near term. Debt won’t vanish, nor would we want it 
to: It is a critical component to innovation and growth. 
But as with anything, it’s best in moderation.

Figure 2

Where And When Debt Grew
Annualized rate of change in Debt:GDP ratio for selected sectors over presidential terms

Source: Federal Reserve Flow of Funds Accounts

Administration Total House-
holds Business Federal 

Gov’t Municipals Other Financial 
Sector

 Eisenhower 1.7% 6.3% 3.0% -3.4% 6.6% 1.7% 9.6%

 Kennedy-Johnson -0.2% 0.9% 1.8% -4.6% -0.3% 1.6% 4.7%

 Nixon-Ford 0.6% -0.2% 1.5% -1.6% -0.8% 2.1% 6.7%

 Carter 1.3% 2.5% 0.2% -1.9% -1.6% 2.5% 7.1%

 Reagan 4.2% 2.4% 4.2% 6.0% 4.7% -5.9% 9.5%

 Bush 1 1.0% 1.5% -3.4% 4.4% -0.2% 0.7% 3.4%

 Clinton 1.9% 1.7% 2.2% -4.1% -4.1% 3.1% 7.3%

 Bush 2 3.6% 4.2% 1.9% 2.2% 3.3% 5.9% 4.8%

 Q3 2008 Amount ($ Trillion) 51.8 13.9 10.8 5.8 2.2 2.2 16.9
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iShares On The Block?
As this issue went to press, Barclays 

was in talks with multiple parties over 
the possible sale of its iShares exchange-
traded fund unit. iShares is the largest 
ETF manager in the world, with approxi-
mately $300 billion in assets under man-
agement worldwide. It was expected to 
fetch between $3 billion and $7 billion.

Barclays was considering the sale in 
an effort to avoid partial nationaliza-
tion. The bank had until March 31 to 
decide whether it would join a U.K. 
government asset protection scheme 
that is designed to “ring-fence” toxic 
assets on bank balance sheets. The 
scheme calls for banks to pay the gov-
ernment an up-front fee in exchange 
for the Treasury taking on most of the 
risk from a given set of toxic assets. 
Banks like Lloyd’s and RBS have paid for 
participation in the scheme by selling 
stakes to the U.K. government. 

Barclays was reluctant to follow that 
path, however, as it would likely mean 
ceding control of the bank. Not only 
would it give the public a say in how 
the bank is run (and how executives 
are paid), it could trigger a clause in a 
prior contract that would give majority 
ownership in the bank to a group of 
foreign investors.

As reported in the U.K.’s Daily Telegraph, 
in 2006, Barclays raised several billion 
dollars from the Abu Dhabi royal family 
and two Qatari investment funds, in a 
deal that saw them take ownership of 32 
percent of the bank. Under the terms of 
the deal, if Barclays were to raise further 
money at a lower price before June 30, 
2009, the Middle Eastern investors could 
convert their investment at that lower 
price. At current levels, that would give 
them majority control of the bank.

Schwab To Enter ETF Arena
One of the world’s biggest financial 

services firms has decided to throw its 

hat into the ETF marketplace. On Jan. 30, 
Charles Schwab & Co. (NASDAQ: SCHW) 
filed with the Securities and Exchange 
Commission for exemptive relief that 
would allow it to create ETFs.

The fund described in the filing would 
track the Dow Jones U.S. Total Stock 
Market Index, which according to the fil-
ing, covers all publicly traded U.S. stocks 
with readily available pricing information. 
The Schwab filing makes reference to 
other possible index-tracking ETFs, but 
only specifically names the one fund. 

With more than $1 trillion in client 
assets and a market capitalization of 
$18 billion, Schwab certainly has the 
resources and assets to become an 
instant 800-pound gorilla in the field. 
Although a Schwab spokesperson ini-
tially confirmed that it was moving 
forward with plans to enter the ETF 
marketplace, the firm declined to issue 
further comments until regulators have 
ruled on the exemptive relief request. 

The discount brokerage and asset 
manager’s operations include invest-
ment research, mutual funds and retail 
banking, among other services. With its 
low-cost brokerage operations and its 
mutual fund operations, which include 
several index funds, ETFs seem to be a 
logical next step. Its greatest advantage 
might be the fact that it has the financial 
capability to nurture new ETFs through 
those critical first years, when they might 
not be significant money makers.

Morningstar Launches
‘Target’ Index Families

In February, Morningstar Inc. 
launched two families of indexes focused 
on asset allocation strategies—the 
Morningstar Lifetime Allocation Index 
series and the Morningstar Target Risk 
Index series. The indexes are designed 
to serve both as benchmarks for exist-
ing products and as the bases for prod-
ucts such as ETFs and mutual funds.

The Lifetime Allocation Indexes are 
designed as target date indexes. The 
series covers target dates set at five-
year intervals ranging from 1995 to 
2055, and follows the standard pattern 
of gradually shifting portfolio concen-
trations from equities to fixed income 
and Treasuries over time. 

Unlike most target date indexes, 
however, the Morningstar Lifetime 
Allocation benchmarks are available 
in three “risk” categories—aggressive, 
moderate and conservative. Morningstar 
says that different investors have differ-
ent risk tolerances, and that the one-
size-fits-all approach of other target 
date indexes doesn’t make sense. 

The Target Risk series features five 
indexes with risk profiles ranging from  
conservative to aggressive.

The composition of the indexes in 
both families is determined by an asset 
allocation methodology from Ibbotson 
Associates.

Target-date and target-risk strate-
gies have been gaining more attention 
in recent years as more investors gain 
direct control of their retirement assets 
via 401(k)s and IRAs.

INDEXING DEVELOPMENTS
S&P’s Grim Dividend Prediction

Standard & Poor’s announced in 
early February that it expects 2009 
S&P 500 dividends to fall 13.3 percent. 
Previously, the worst annual decline 
was in 1942, when dividends fell 16.9 
percent. The projected $24.60 dividend 
rate is equal to about $214.66 billion 
in dividends for S&P 500 companies in 
2009. In 2008, $247.9 billion was paid 
out, for a dividend rate of $28.39.

S&P analyst Howard Silverblatt said 
that companies pessimistic about their 
financial futures will prioritize saving 
money over paying out dividends. S&P 
additionally said it was lowering the 
indicated dividend rate on the S&P 500 
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from $27.35 to $24.90.
According to S&P’s data, 62 of the 

S&P 500’s component companies low-
ered their dividends in 2008, represent-
ing a total decrease of $40.6 billion. Not 
surprisingly, the vast majority of those 
companies—48  companies, represent-
ing $37 billion of that amount—were in 
the Financials sector.

Financials companies represented 
29.1 percent of dividend payments at 
the close of 2007, with 96.7 percent 
of them paying cash dividends. At the 
time of the S&P announcement, those 
levels had fallen to less than 85 percent 
of Financials companies and 15 percent 
of dividends.

Record Decline 
For Housing In Q4

According to February results (which 
reflected December data), 2008 was 
a record year for the S&P/Case-Shiller 
Home Price indexes—in a bad way.

The S&P/Case-Shiller U.S. National 
Home Price Index showed its largest 
quarterly fall in the 21-year history of the 
indexing series in the fourth quarter of 
2008. The drop-off for the broad-based 
index—which covers all nine U.S. census 
divisions—represented an 18.2 percent 
decline from the same period a year ago. 
With the December data in, S&P noted 
that domestic home prices have been 
falling nationwide for two straight years, 
covering 2007 and 2008. David Blitzer, 
chairman of the index committee at 
Standard & Poor’s, said in a statement 
there was no significant sign of recovery 
to be found in the data.

As of December, the average U.S. 
home price was at a similar level as 
in the third quarter of 2003. From the 
housing market’s peak in the second 
quarter of 2006, average home prices 
are down 26.7 percent.

The worst year-over-year declines were 
in the sunbelt: Phoenix was down 34.0 

percent, Las Vegas down 33.0 percent and 
San Francisco off 31.2 percent. Meanwhile, 
Denver, Dallas, Cleveland and Boston fared 
the best in terms of annual declines, down 
4.0 percent, 4.3 percent, 6.1 percent and 
7.0 percent, respectively. 

On an absolute peak-to-trough basis, 
Dallas was the best performer, down 
just 8.6 percent; Phoenix led on the 
downside, off 45.5 percent from its 
peak in June 2006. It was one of four 
cities (Las Vegas, Miami, Phoenix and 
San Francisco) where housing is down 
in excess of 40 percent.

FTSE Launches Revamped Global 
Real Estate Indexes

FTSE Group has launched an expand-
ed version of its  FTSE EPRA/NAREIT 
global real estate index series. As of 
December 2008 the series’ scope wid-
ened to include emerging markets, 
and the new global indexes have been 
updated to cover both developed and 
emerging markets. 

The revised structure is designed 
to allow investors to compare listed 
real estate performance across regions, 
development levels and property types. 
Among the updated indexes are: 

• FTSE EPRA/NAREIT Global Index
• FTSE EPRA/NAREIT Global ex US 

Index
• FTSE EPRA/NAREIT Americas 

Index
• FTSE EPRA/NAREIT Asia Pacific 

Index
• FTSE EPRA/NAREIT EMEA Index
• FTSE EPRA/NAREIT Europe Index
• FTSE EPRA/NAREIT Middle East 

and Africa Index
• FTSE EPRA/NAREIT Developed 

EMEA Index

S&P Launches
Global Carbon Indexes

In March, Standard & Poor’s launched 
the first in a series of global low-carbon 

indexes. The indexes, which take a 
unique approach to the carbon mar-
ket, seem to be designed to support 
exchange-traded products. 

The S&P U.S. Carbon Efficient Index 
measures the performance of large-cap 
U.S. companies with below-average car-
bon emissions, while seeking to closely 
track the return of the S&P 500. The 
index includes constituents of the S&P 
500 that have a relatively low carbon 
footprint, as calculated by the environ-
mental data organization, Trucost Plc. 
Trucost calculates the carbon intensity 
of companies by researching and stan-
dardizing publicly disclosed informa-
tion and engaging directly with com-
panies to verify its calculations on an 
annual basis, according to S&P. 

The index is rebalanced quarterly, 
at which point the stocks in the S&P 
500 are ranked by their carbon foot-
print. The 100 equities with the highest 
scores and whose aggregate exclusion 
does not reduce any individual sector 
weight of the S&P 500 by more than 50 
percent are removed. 

According to S&P, the average annu-
al carbon footprint of the S&P U.S. 
Carbon Efficient Index was 48 percent 
lower than that of the S&P 500.

E-Trade Closes Four
Index Mutual Funds

Discount broker E-Trade Financial 
announced in February that it will 
close its four index mutual funds, 
with a total of some $400 million in 
assets, as of March 27.

According to the firm, a lack of trac-
tion in the marketplace and dwindling 
assets during tough market conditions 
are the reasons behind the decision.

The largest of the funds is the E-Trade 
S&P 500 Index (ETSPX). Others are the 
Russell 2000 Index Fund (ETRUX); the 
Technology Index Fund (ETTIX) and the 
International Index Fund (ETINX).
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News
According to MarketWatch.com, 

E-Trade will continue to operate 
three actively managed mutual funds. 
However, it has stopped accepting 
money in its index funds, and cus-
tomers who haven’t sold out of the 
funds by the time they’re liquidated 
will receive cash payouts.

Argentina Demoted,
Pakistan Debated At MSCI

In a Feb. 18 statement, MSCI said 
it would remove Argentina from its 
Emerging Markets index at the end 
of May 2009, due to capital controls 
in the local market. At that time, the 
MSCI Argentina Index will join the 
MSCI Frontier Markets Index. Only 
ADRs for Argentinean companies will 
be eligible for inclusion, as opposed 
to locally listed stocks. 

The same press release also opened 
a consultation on the issue of the 
MSCI Pakistan Index. Removed from 
the MSCI Emerging Markets Index at 
the end of 2008 because of excessive 
market restrictions, the stand-alone 
index is now being considered for 
inclusion in the MSCI Frontier Markets 
Index at the end of May.

Indexes Adapting
To New Environment

In March, MSCI asked its users for 
comments on a proposal to change 
how often it reviews the liquidity of 
components in the investable devel-
oped market and emerging market 
indexes; they are currently reviewed 
on a semiannual basis, but in light 
of increased concerns about liquid-
ity, MSCI is considering a quarter-
ly review. Another proposal would 
also establish minimum levels for 
the three-month Annualized Traded 
Value Ratio (ATVR) and three-month 
frequency of trading. Others address 
such issues as the use of fair value 
mechanisms to price suspended secu-
rities and when to use depositary 
receipts rather than local listings.

DJ Launches ‘SAFE’ Indexes
In March, Dow Jones Indexes 

and the South Asian Federation of 
Exchanges (SAFE) rolled out two blue-
chip indexes, one tracking stocks 
from several member countries and 
another tracking the Pakistani mar-
ket. Both are designed to underlie 
investable products. 

The Dow Jones SAFE 100 Index 
measures the performance of blue-
chip companies in five of the eight 
member countries of SAFE: India, 
Bangladesh, Mauritius, Pakistan and 
Sri Lanka. Fifty of the components are 
selected from India, while the remain-
ing 50 represent the largest stocks 
trading on the markets of the other 
four countries.

The Dow Jones SAFE Pakistan 
Index is a subset of the Dow Jones 
SAFE 100 Index, including all the 
Pakistani stocks on that index’s com-
ponent list. At the launch of the 
indexes, that was 39 stocks.

The broad index is calculated in 
U.S. dollars, while the Pakistan index 
is calculated in Pakistan rupees. Both 
are weighted by float-adjusted mar-
ket capitalization.

FTSE Acquires PBC
Global index provider FTSE Group 

(FTSE) announced the acquisition 
of U.S.-based Pensions Benchmark 
Corporation (PBC) in late January. The 
quantitative analysis firm’s systems 
and database will be incorporated 
into FTSE’s own research operations. 
FTSE says the acquisition will add 
to its client support services and 
enable the creation of new indexes 
and the provision of performance 
and risk analysis.

PBC owner Tom Nadbielny has 
joined FTSE as director of quantita-
tive research. In his new position, he 
will be responsible for FTSE’s three 
regional research teams operating in 
London, New York and Hong Kong.

Markit Changes
iTraxx Europe Index Rules

Markit announced two changes to 
the rules governing the Markit iTraxx 
Europe credit default swap indices, 

designed to make the indexes more 
reflective of the current economic 
environment. The new rules went 
into effect before March’s index 
rolled into series 11 on March 20. 

The first change states that 
constituents of the Markit iTraxx 
Europe Main Index must include 30 
entities from the Auto and Industrial 
sectors combined. Previously, the 
index’s methodology required 
the inclusion of 10 entities from 
the Auto sector and 20 from the 
Industrial sector. Markit enacted 
the change in order to maintain the 
benchmark’s liquidity.

The second change deals with the 
types of CDS contracts that are con-
sidered for inclusion in the Markit 
iTraxx Europe Crossover Index, an 
index that measures the cost of 
credit insurance on 50 primarily 
non-Financial companies. Previously, 
only contracts requiring a 25 percent 
up-front payment plus 500 bps run-
ning spreads—that is, requiring you 
to put up 25 percent of the value of 
the bonds plus pay 5 percent per 
year to insure against default—were 
allowed in the index. Now, the 
index will consider contracts requir-
ing 50 percent up-front payments 
plus 5 percent payments per year. 
It’s a sign that more and more com-
panies are trading with a significant 
risk of default, since up-front pay-
ments are usually required by the 
protection sellers only when this 
risk is considered high.

AROUND THE WORLD OF ETFs
PowerShares To Launch
MBS ETFs 

PowerShares filed papers for 
two new ETFs that would provide 
exposure to nonagency mortgage-
backed securities (MBS). The new 
PowerShares Prime Non-Agency 
RMBS Opportunity Fund and the 
PowerShares Alt-A Non-Agency RMBS 
Opportunity Fund will offer actively 
managed exposure to prime and Alt-A 
residential MBS, respectively. Alt-A 
mortgages are somewhere between 
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prime and subprime mortgages in 
terms of their associated risk. 

The “nonagency” designation 
means that these loans do not nec-
essarily fall within the standards set 
by the Office of Federal Housing 
Enterprise Oversight and that they 
have not been issued by a govern-
ment-sponsored enterprise such as 
Freddie Mac or Fannie Mae. As a 
result, they contain far more risk 
than agency MBS, which are already 
tracked by a handful of ETFs. The 
funds, however, will only invest in 
the most senior and most liquid of 
the securities.

The new ETFs will be actively 
managed. That could be a real ben-
efit for the funds, as they access 
illiquid markets where pricing is not 
reliable, and where active managers 
could have a leg up.

VIX-Based ETNs Begin Trading
ETNs designed to provide expo-

sure to futures on the CBOE Volatility 
Index, or VIX, officially launched at 
the end of January.

The iPath S&P 500 VIX Short-
Term Futures ETN (NYSE Arca: VXX) 
and the iPath S&P 500 VIX Mid-Term 
Futures ETN (NYSE Arca: VXZ) are the 
first exchange-traded products tied 
to the VIX futures. VXZ’s underlying 
index tracks a daily rolling long posi-
tion in the fourth-, fifth-, sixth- and 
seventh-month VIX futures contracts. 
VXX’s underlying index tracks a daily 
rolling long position in the first- and 
second-month VIX futures contracts. 
Both come with an expense ratio of 
0.89 percent.

There is some debate about how 
closely the ETNs will track to the 
spot VIX index.

NETS Get Nixed
Chicago-based Northern Trust 

announced in January that it would 
close all 17 of its ETFs on Feb. 20.

The decision to shutter the 
Northern Exchange Traded Shares, 
or NETS, with about $33 million in 
assets, was made in consultation with 

trustees of the funds, the firm said. It 
noted market conditions, the funds’ 
failure to attract market interest and 
the funds’ future growth prospects as 
key factors in the decision.

Northern Trust had filed with regu-
lators to launch about 27 different 
ETFs. Several were designed to create 
access for individual investors and 
their advisers to markets that hadn’t 
been available in the past. According 
to its filings, Northern Trust had 20 
specific-country NETS in the works, 
along with four international REIT 
funds and three global funds. In all, 17 
of those funds were actually launched, 
and ultimately, it seems, they simply 
had too few assets to survive.

SPA Shuts MarketGrader
ETFs Worldwide

Like Northern Trust, SPA ETFs Inc. 
has pulled all of its products off the 
market—or rather three different 
markets. 

SPA had six ETFs, of which sepa-
rate versions existed in three dif-
ferent markets worldwide. The 
funds were not cross-listed but were 
offered separately in the U.S., the 
U.K. and Italy. They were scheduled 
to be shut down on March 25.

The funds were designed to 
track quantitative indexes designed 
by the Fla.-based research shop, 
MarketGrader. SPA stated that a 
long-only equity investment strategy 
was unsuitable for the current mar-
ket conditions. 

All told, the funds had accumu-
lated a little more than $10 million 
in the U.S. and another $7.5 million 
abroad at the time of the announce-
ment. The six funds listed in the U.S. 
included the following:

•SPA MarketGrader 100 Fund 
(NYSE Arca: SIH)

•SPA MarketGrader 200 Fund 
(NYSE Arca: SNB)

•SPA MarketGrader Small Cap 
100 Fund (NYSE Arca: SSK)

•SPA MarketGrader Mid Cap 100 
Fund (NYSE Arca: SVD)

•SPA MarketGrader Large Cap 

100 Fund (NYSE Arca: SZG)
Despite closing of all its current 

funds, SPA says that it is not leaving 
the ETF market.

SSgA Lowers Sector 
SPDR Prices

Earlier in the year, SSgA lowered 
the annual expense ratio on its 
nine Select Sector SPDRs from 23 
bps to 21 bps. The move appears 
to be made at least in part with 
the intention of capitalizing on a 
recent price increase by Vanguard: 
The home of the first index mutual 
fund raised the expense ratio on 
its own exchange-traded sectors to 
0.25 percent, up from 0.22 percent 
last year.

Vanguard’s decision seems to be 
motivated largely by economic neces-
sity—with significant asset declines 
in 2008, the sector ETFs benefit less 
from the “economies of scale” that 
ETFs with more assets can still exploit. 
The firm is widely known for its “at 
cost” pricing on its index funds.

Strategic Insight Projects
$1 Trillion In ETF Assets

A new study out by the mutual fund 
research firm Strategic Insight predicts 

News
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that ETF assets will top $1 trillion 
globally within two years. The report 
said that, as more investors turn to 
asset allocation and advisers increas-
ingly use fee-only compensation mod-
els, asset levels should grow.

The report found that 70 percent 
of advisers questioned said it’s highly 
likely they’ll increase their use of ETFs 
in the next two years. It also said that 
assets are skewing more toward retail 
channels, with individual investors 
(including advisers) now representing 
at least half, and possibly as much as 
60 percent, of the total ETF market-
place. It said that 70 percent of use 
by individual investors of ETFs will 
come in the form of replacements for 
stocks rather than substitutions of 
actively managed mutual funds.

The report also projected that 
ETF use will grow faster in Europe 
because of strong usage by institu-
tional investors.

MacroMarkets Revises
Housing ETF Filings

MacroMarkets has revised plans 
for its planned housing ETFs, the 
MacroShares Major Metro Housing Up 
(NYSE Arca: UMM) ETF and MacroShares 

Major Metro Housing Down (NYSE 
Arca: DMM) ETF. Originally, the firm 
had applied to the SEC for two funds 
that aim to deliver 200 percent and 
-200 percent of the returns of the S&P/
Case-Shiller 10-City Composite Home 
Price Index. The new filing ups the 
ante to 300 percent and -300 percent 
of the returns.

Like all MacroShares products, 
the new housing ETFs will follow the 
unique MacroShares product structure. 
The funds are issued as pairs, with 
equal numbers of Up and Down shares, 
and hold Treasuries as their only asset. 
The funds’ NAVs are adjusted monthly 
based on the returns of the target 
index, with assets shuttled from the 
Up to the Down fund (or vice versa) 
depending on how the index moves.

All MacroShares are issued for 
specific terms. In the new filing, 
MacroMarkets shortened the term 
for the new funds from 10 to five 
years. After five years, the funds will 
be liquidated and shareholders will 
receive exact payouts based on the 
NAV of the funds at that time.

The expense ratio for the ETFs 
is expected to be 1.25 percent. At 
press time, no launch date was set.

First Airlines ETF Debuts
Claymore became the first-mover 

in yet another industry space, with 
the launch of the Claymore/NYSE 
Arca Airline ETF (NYSE Arca: FAA) in 
late January. FAA is the first airlines-
specific ETF to launch in the U.S.

The Claymore ETF tracks a pure-
play modified market-cap-weighted 
index covering the passenger airline 
industry. FAA holds 25 global air-
lines stocks—70 percent domestic 
and 30 percent international. All 
holdings must derive at least 50 
percent of their business from pas-
senger airline activity. The index is 
rebalanced quarterly.

FAA charges 0.65 percent in annu-
al expenses.

RevenueShares Rolls Out 
Total Market Fund

The RevenueShares Navellier 
Overall A-100 Fund (NYSE Arca: RWV) 
launched in January.

Its underlying index selects 
components from a universe of 
some 4,800 stocks, mainly based 
on top-line sales. The Navellier 
Overall A-100 Index is reconsti-
tuted quarterly and was developed 
by Louis Navellier, a well-known 
growth-minded mutual fund and 
institutional money manager. 
Essentially, it arrives at its com-
ponent list by using quantitative 
screens in combination with sev-
eral equal-weighted factors: sales 
growth, operating margin growth, 
earnings-per-share growth, earn-
ings revisions, earnings surprises, 
earnings momentum, return on 
equity and free cash flow.

RWV charges a net expense ratio 
of 0.60 percent.

Global X Makes Debut 
With Colombia ETF

A new ETF provider arrived on 
the scene on Feb. 6, when Global X 
Management launched the Global X/
InterBolsa FTSE Colombia 20 ETF 
(NYSE Arca: GXG).

The fund is the first to cover the 

News

The report found 
that 70 percent of 
advisers questioned 
said it’s highly likely 
they’ll increase their 
use of ETFs in the 
next two years. 
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Colombian market and tracks the 
FTSE Colombia 20 Index. It has a con-
centrated portfolio with 20 names 
screened for liquidity and selected 
based on market capitalization. 
Constituents are capped at 20 percent 
of the index’s total weight. Banks, Oil 
& Gas, and Financial Services were the 
three largest sectors at its launch.

The fund charges an annual 
expense ratio of 0.86 percent.

FocusShares
Plans Its Comeback

Just a few months ago, start-up 
FocusShares LLC decided to close 
its four ETFs, all of which focused 
on niche sectors. However, more 
recently it has filed for exemptive 
relief that would allow it to launch a 
family of target date ETFs.

Target date funds have been a 
white-hot product area in the mutual 
funds industry in recent years, particu-
larly in the 401(k) market, where ETFs 
are looking to expand. 

Although it is implied in Focus-
Shares’ new filing that more funds 
could follow, the firm’s proposed 
second batch of funds feature six 
target date ETFs targeting five-year 
periods ranging from 2015 to 2040. 
The funds will track indexes from 
Mergent Inc.’s Indxis subsidiary. The 
underlying indexes are a combina-
tion of U.S. government STRIPS and 
equities, with the weights of both 
segments varying according to the 
index’s target date.

WisdomTree Modifies ETFs 
To Exclude Financials

WisdomTree Investments is 
changing the investment strategy of 
two of its dividend-focused ETFs so 
that they exclude exposure to the 
Financials sector.

Beginning in late April, the 
WisdomTree Dividend Top 100 
(NYSE Arca: DTN) will be renamed 
the WisdomTree Dividend ex-
Financials Fund; its internation-
al counterpart, the WisdomTree 
International Dividend Top 100 

(NYSE Arca: DOO), will be renamed 
the WisdomTree International 
Dividend ex-Financials Fund.

The funds will become the first 
dividend-focused ETFs to exclude 
Financials. 

Van Eck Launches
New Muni Funds

Van Eck rolled out two new munic-
ipal bond ETFs in the first week 
of February. Both funds break new 
ground in the area of muni ETFs. 

The Market Vectors Pre-Refunded 
Municipal Index ETF (NYSE Arca: PRB) 
launched first; it tracks the Barclays 
Capital Municipal Pre-Refunded-
Treasury-Escrowed Index. The index 
covers muni bonds that are essen-
tially refinanced debt secured by 
U.S. Treasuries, thereby combining 
both the tax-free nature of municipal 
debt and the credit quality of federal 
government debt. PRB could be a 
fit for investors who are uncomfort-
able with the increased risk levels 
in the traditional muni bond space. 
The fund charges an annual expense 
ratio of 0.24 percent.

A few days after PRB’s debut, Van 
Eck introduced the Market Vectors 
High-Yield Municipal Index ETF (NYSE 
Arca: HYD). HYD tracks the Barclays 
Capital Municipal Custom High Yield 
Composite Index. The fund charges 
annual expenses of 0.35 percent.

SSgA Launches Short-Term 
Treasury And MBS ETFs

State Street Global Advisors 
launched the SPDR Barclays Capital 
Short Term International Treasury 
Bond ETF (NYSE Arca: BWZ) and 
the SPDR Barclays Capital Mortgage 
Backed Bond ETF (NYSE Arca: MBG) 
in late January.

BWZ targets international 
investment-grade debt issued in 
local currencies with maturities of 
one to three years. It covers mainly 
developed but also emerging mar-
kets. BWZ charges 0.35 percent in 
annual expenses.

MBG tracks the Barclays Capital 

U.S. MBS Index, which covers invest-
ment-grade, U.S. agency mortgage-
backed securities; i.e., MBS backed 
by government-chartered entities 
like Ginnie Mae, Freddie Mac and 
Fannie Mae. It charges 0.20 percent 
in annual expenses.

SSgA Rolls Out 
Intermediate-Term Bond ETF

State Street Global Advisors has 
launched an intermediate-term bond 
ETF focused on investment-grade 
corporates and government debt.

The SPDR Barclays Capital 
Intermediate Term Credit Bond ETF 
(NYSE Arca: ITR) started trading in 
February. It carries an annual expense 
ratio of 0.15 percent and tracks an 
index of more than 2,500 bonds and 
a weighted maturity of 5.2 years. 

Although it can invest in agency 
and related noncorporate securities, 
ITR’s holdings at least initially are 
heavily slanted toward investment-
grade corporate bonds. At its launch, 
two sectors, Industrials (37.4 per-
cent) and Financials (36.2 percent), 
dominated constituents of the ETF’s 
underlying index. Agencies and local 
authorities made up a combined 
8.6 percent. The new ETF also has a 
sprinkling of some sovereign debt.

Long-Term Fixed-Income 
SPDR Starts Trading

In March, SSgA rolled out the SPDR 
Barclays Capital Long Term Credit 
Bond ETF (NYSE Arca: LWC). The new 
ETF is designed to provide access 
to investment-grade corporate and 
noncorporate bonds with maturities 
of 10 years or more. It comes with an 
expense ratio of 0.15 percent. 

Entering 2009, LWC’s index includ-
ed 965 issues with an average dollar-
weighted maturity of 24.39 years. It 
has one of the longest—if not the 
longest—average maturities of any 
available fixed-income ETF. Given the 
state of markets lately, demand has 
been strong for long-term bond funds. 
Typically, longer-termed issues stand 
to gain more than those with shorter 
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terms in periods of low-interest rates 
and bearish stock markets.

BGI Launches Two
Fixed-Income ETFs

Barclays Global Investors launched 
two new international Treasury ETFs 
on the NASDAQ in January.

The iShares S&P/Citigroup 
International Treasury Bond Fund 
(Nasdaq GM: IGOV) and the iShares 
S&P/Citigroup 1-3 Year International 
Treasury Bond Fund (Nasdaq GM: 
ISHG) are both based on indexes 
tracking Treasury bonds that are 
issued in local currencies by devel-
oped markets other than the U.S. 
ISHG is limited to bonds with matur-
ities between one and three years, 
while IGOV covers a broader time-
line. Both cover 19 developed mar-
kets and charge an annual expense 
ratio of 0.35 percent.

CFTC Investigates USO
In late February, the U.S. 

Commodity Futures Trading 
Commission launched an investiga-
tion into the trading activity of the 
United States Oil Fund LP (NYSE 
Arca: USO).

Specifically, the CFTC is looking 
at USO’s trading activity on Feb. 6, 
when it rolled its entire portfolio 
of oil futures contracts from the 
March contract to the April contact. 
It should be noted that the concerns 
about USO are actually just one facet 
of a wider investigation into the oil 
market and trading practices. 

At the time of the trade, USO’s 
management strategy called for it 
to roll its entire portfolio of West 
Texas Intermediate contracts from 
front-month contracts to the follow-
ing month’s contracts on a single, 
prespecified day. One obvious con-
cern is that such a large trade taking 
place each month all at once could 
artificially move the market. 

However, the USO investigation 
may prove irrelevant. USO’s manag-
ers have said the fund will be chang-
ing its roll policy going forward. 

Rather than rolling its portfolio in 
a single day, the fund will break up 
the roll over four days, which should 
mitigate its impact on the market.

Credit Suisse Shutters ETNs
Credit Suisse Securities, the issuer 

of four Elements-branded ETNs, said 
that it was pulling three of the prod-
ucts off the New York Stock Exchange 
due to insufficient trading volumes. 
The Elements MLCX Gold Index ETN 
(NYSE: GOE), the Elements MLCX 
Livestock Index ETN (NYSE: LSO) and 
the Elements MLCX Precious Metals 
Plus Index (NYSE: PMY) were all set to 
end trading on April 3. However, there 
is a possibility that the trio of ETNs 
will trade over the counter, and there 
currently is no plan to delist Credit 
Suisse’s fourth ETN, the Elements 
Credit Suisse Global Warming ETN 
(NYSE: GWO)—although that has not 
been ruled out. The three delisting 
ETNs all track indexes in the Merrill 
Lynch Commodity Index eXtra family 
of commodity indexes.

Source ETF Approved
To Go Forward

Source ETF, the new joint venture 
between Goldman Sachs and Morgan 
Stanley, has received approval from 
the Irish Financial Regulator for the 
launch of 50 ETFs.

The ETFs will be launched under 
a UCITS umbrella fund called Source 
Markets plc, with Bank of Ireland 
as the custodian. No information is 
yet available on the listing date, the 
initial exchange of listing or fund 
fees.

The 50 ETFs approved as of Jan. 
31 have a strong equity bias, consist-
ing of funds tracking a number of 
developed market country indexes, 
pan-European broad, sector, divi-
dend-weighted and capitalization 
band indexes, MSCI World, the FTSE 
EPRA Eurozone property index and a 
number of emerging market indexes. 
Only one fixed-income ETF, tracking 
the EONIA money market index, is 
among the 50.

China To Get Nasdaq-100 ETF?
The Nasdaq-100 Index, already the 

basis for one of the most popular 
ETFs in the U.S., is headed for China.

The Nasdaq OMX Group Inc. 
and Guotai Asset Management of 
Shanghai jointly announced that 
both will work on development of 
an exchange-traded product based 
on the popular Technology-heavy 
benchmark. It would be the first 
foreign-index-linked product to 
list in China.

The move marks a significant 
expansion by Nasdaq. At the end 
of January, BGI analyst Deborah 
Fuhr listed the company as the 
11th-biggest index provider in the 
world based on ETF assets under 
management tied to its products, 
with an estimated global market 
share of 2.4 percent.

DB Launches ETFs In Asia
Deutsche Bank entered 

Singapore’s ETF market in late 
February with the launch of four 
ETFs. The country already had a 
range of ETF listings covering Asian 
markets and other asset classes, 
but the Deutsche Bank ETFs include 
Asia’s first inverse fund.

Three of the db x-trackers ETFs 
are tied to indexes representing the 
stock markets of Asian countries: 
Taiwan, India and China. The fourth 
fund offers short exposure to the S&P 
500 and tracks the S&P 500 Short 
Index, which was created by Standard 
& Poor’s with the express purpose of 
underlying investable products. 

According to Deutsche Bank, this is 
just its first push into Asian markets, 
and it intends to follow up with more 
launches of country and regional ETFs, 
as well as short and leveraged funds, 
in Singapore and the rest of Asia.

BACK TO THE FUTURES
New Futures Exchange Seeks 
To Compete With CME

A new futures exchange, backed 
by some of the biggest banks and 
broker-dealer groups in the world, 
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is apparently ready to begin opera-
tions in June. The Electronic Liquidity 
Exchange is aiming to break the 
“near-monopoly” grip the Chicago 
Mercantile Exchange has on futures 
markets in the U.S., according to a 
March Financial Times article. 

The New York City-based exchange 
was established by a dozen finan-
cial firms: Bank of America, Barclays 
Capital, BGC Partners, Citadel, 
Citigroup, Credit Suisse, Deutsche 
Bank Securities, GETCO, J.P. Morgan, 
Merrill Lynch, PEAK6 and The Royal 
Bank of Scotland.

In October 2008, ELE named Neal 
Wolkoff as its chief executive. He is 
a former CEO of the American Stock 
Exchange. Before that, he served as 
chief operating officer of the New 
York Mercantile Exchange.

The FT noted this is a particu-
larly challenging environment in 
which to launch a new exchange. 
Although through mergers and 
acquisitions the CME has captured 
nearly all of the market for finan-
cial and commodity futures, trad-
ing volume in those areas has 
fallen dramatically since the credit 
crisis started more than 18 months 
ago. So the fledging exchange will 
be facing off against a titan in a sig-
nificantly diminished marketplace.

MSCI Signs
Agreement With Liffe

MSCI Barra said in February it 
had signed an agreement with Liffe 
Administration and Management, 
the global derivatives business of 
NYSE Euronext, for the creation of 
futures contracts based on certain 
MSCI stock indexes. Shortly after 
that, on Feb. 16, futures contracts 
on 13 MSCI indexes listed on Liffe’s 
wholesale service, Bclear. 

The regional indexes covered by 
the contracts include the MSCI EAFE 
and MSCI Kokusai indexes, as well 
as benchmarks tracking the world, 
Europe, the BRIC countries, the Far 
East ex-Japan region, emerging mar-
kets as a whole and emerging markets 

in Asia, Latin America and the EMEA 
region. Futures were also launched 
on the indexes of individual countries: 
Mexico, Brazil and Hong Kong.

CMDX Set To Go;
Indexes Licensed

In March, CME Group and its joint 
venture with Citadel Group, CMDX, 
received the final clearance needed 
from the SEC to launch the clearing 
and trading of credit default swaps 
in the U.S.

The special exemption was the 
last step in getting approval for 
CMDX to operate as a CDS trading 
platform. It allows CME Group to 
use its existing clearing member-
ship structure to provide clearing 
services to the CMDX platform. 
As a result of the exemption, CME 
Group’s clearing members that 
are registered futures commission 
merchants or broker-dealers are 
able to clear CDS trades on behalf 
of qualified customers.

In addition, CME Group and 
CMDX have licensed Markit’s CDS 
indexes and will provide clearing 
for CDSs based on the Markit CDX 
indexes, which cover North America 
and emerging markets, and on the 
Markit iTraxx indexes, which cover 
Europe and the Asia Pacific region. 
CME and CMDX have also licensed 
the Markit Reference Entity Database 
(RED) identifiers.

The Intercontinental Exchange 
(ICE) and the NYSE Euronext also 
recently began offering CDS clearing 
services. 

ON THE MOVE
Citi’s Longley Joins BGI

Barclays Global Investors 
announced in February it had hired 
longtime Citi/Smith Barney execu-
tive John Longley as its new head of 
national accounts in the U.S.

In that role, Longley will set the 
strategic direction and lead a team 
to expand iShares ETF distribution 
through partnerships with national 
and regional banks and brokers, 

according to the company.
Longley has a background in distri-

bution and customer relations man-
agement stretching back 20 years. 
He joined Smith Barney in 1993 and 
moved up from a branch to regional 
and divisional director for the firm. 
Longley has worked in the U.S. as 
well as abroad, and last year was 
named chief executive of Citi’s private 
banking operations in the U.S. and 
Canada. His responsibilities also were 
expanded to include Citi global wealth 
management’s domestic lending ser-
vices and its capital strategies unit. 

The selection of Longley figures 
to reinforce BGI’s strategy of moving 
deeper into the institutional market-
place with its ETF business. Last year, 
it hired the leading global researcher 
in the exchange-traded marketplace, 
Deborah Fuhr. She had been a pioneer 
in developing and analyzing exchange-
traded investment products for Morgan 
Stanley’s institutional clients.

Goldman’s Hill Joins ProFunds
Joanne Hill, formerly manag-

ing director with Goldman Sach’s 
Pensions, Endowments and 
Foundations Group, joined the fast-
growing leveraged/inverse funds 
provider ProFunds in February.

In her new role as ProFunds’ head 
of investment strategy, Hill will devel-
op and research novel investment 
strategies that incorporate ProFunds 
mutual funds and ProShares ETFs. 
She reports to Steve Cohen, manag-
ing director and head of ProFunds’ 
brand-new strategy group.

Hill serves on the editorial 
boards of both the Financial Analysts 
Journal and the Journal of Indexes. 
Her research has been published 
widely in such publications as FAJ, 
the Journal of Portfolio Management
and the Journal of Trading.  A board 
member and head of the research 
committee for the Q Group, Hill 
also has previously served as 
a member of the Standard and 
Poor’s, Russell and Financial Times 
index committees. 
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*Indicates price returns. All other indexes are total return. Source: Morningstar. Data as of February 28, 2009. All returns are in dollars, unless noted.  YTD is year-to-date. 

3-, 5-, 10- and 15-year returns are annualized. Sharpe is 12-month Sharpe ratio. Std Dev is 3-year standard deviation.
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13.96

4.33
6.16
7.70
5.60
6.59
1.29
6.34
4.51
5.13
0.09
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5.44
5.52
5.34
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10.99
12.73
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-2.68
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-6.12
3.50
3.98

-6.87
4.01

-3.85
-6.08
-6.68
-6.70

-
-5.09
3.66
2.54

-6.07
-6.67
-6.42
-2.72
-6.21
-4.95
3.69

-6.30
3.61

-3.33
-6.20
-3.56
-3.71
-5.69
-2.02
3.69

-6.18
3.82

-6.16
-1.89
-5.52
-7.05
-6.45
-6.61
-6.60
-6.61
-6.77
-6.86
-8.49
-3.46
-5.93
-6.10
-6.43

5-Yr 10-Yr 15-Yr P/E Std Dev Yield
Total Return %$US Millions Annualized Return %

Largest U.S. Index Mutual Funds Sorted By Total Net Assets In $US Millions May/June 2009

Source: Morningstar. Data as of February 28, 2009.  Exp Ratio is expense ratio. YTD is year-to-date. 3-, 5-, 10- and 15-yr returns are annualized. P/E is price-to-earnings ratio. 

Std Dev is 3-year standard deviation. Yield is 12-month.
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Morningstar U.S. Style Overview: January 1 - February 28, 2009

Trailing Returns %
3-Month YTD 1-Yr 3-Yr 5-Yr 10-Yr

Morningstar Indexes

US Market –16.21 –17.69 –44.59 –15.00 –5.99 –2.71

Large Cap –16.71 –17.40 –43.53 –14.03 –6.16 –4.18
Mid Cap –13.87 –17.59 –48.08 –17.48 –5.43 1.09
Small Cap –16.91 –21.00 –45.80 –18.39 –6.59 2.45

US Value –22.06 –22.95 –47.82 –16.85 –6.15 –0.57
US Core –17.21 –19.79 –43.34 –13.73 –5.05 –0.88
US Growth –8.78 –9.42 –42.92 –14.88 –7.21 –7.39

Large Value –22.13 –22.13 –47.30 –15.89 –6.02 –1.61
Large Core –18.72 –20.56 –42.35 –12.49 –4.85 –2.14
Large Growth –8.30 –8.10 –41.28 –14.31 –8.23 –9.56

Mid Value –21.14 –24.69 –49.63 –19.61 –6.60 1.84
Mid Core –11.03 –16.57 –46.66 –17.08 –5.80 2.00
Mid Growth –9.58 –11.40 –48.34 –16.18 –4.31 –1.35

Small Value –23.58 –26.54 –47.92 –19.65 –7.15 3.60
Small Core –16.10 –20.35 –46.59 –18.72 –6.22 5.36
Small Growth –11.14 –16.30 –43.24 –17.36 –6.91 –1.47

Morningstar Market Barometer YTD Return % 
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Sector Index YTD Return % 

–6.67 Hardware

–11.70 Software

–11.83 Consumer Services

–11.97 Telecommunications

–12.94 Healthcare

–13.70 Energy

–13.88 Utilities

–16.14 Consumer Goods

–16.48 Business Services

–20.43 Media

–23.82 Industrial Materials

–36.14 Financial Services

Industry Leaders & Laggards YTD Return % 

Wireless Service 12.77

Agrochemical 8.25

Business/Online Services 6.66

Entertainment/Education 6.22

Online Retail 2.91

Hospitals 2.52

–44.65 International Banks

–46.61 Air Transport

–47.43 Textiles

–51.52 Photography & Imaging

–51.96 Super Regional Banks

–52.82 Insurance (Life)

Biggest Influence on Style Index Performance 
YTD

Return %
Constituent

Weight %
Best Performing Index

Large Growth –8.10

Microsoft Corp. –16.33 7.75
PepsiCo Inc. –12.11 4.32
Cisco Systems Inc. –10.61 4.84
Coca-Cola Co. –9.76 4.86
Abbott Laboratories –10.66 4.14

Worst Performing Index

Small Value –26.54

Smithfield Foods Inc. –44.21 0.90
United Bankshares Inc. –53.64 0.69
CIT Group Inc. –45.67 0.79
Protective Life Corp. –73.22 0.48
Cathay General Bancorp –58.84 0.57
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Notes and Disclaimer: ©2006 Morningstar, Inc. All Rights Reserved. Unless otherwise noted, all data is as of most recent month end. Multi-year returns are annualized. NA: Not Available.  Biggest Influence on Index Performance lists
are calculated by multiplying stock returns for the period by their respective weights in the index as of the start of the period. Sector and Industry Indexes are based on Morningstar's proprietary sector classifications. The information
contained herein is not warranted to be accurate, complete or timely. Neither Morningstar nor its content providers are responsible for any damages or losses arising from any use of this information.

?
Source: Morningstar. Data as of 2/28/09
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Basic Materials 2.95 -34.94 -50.82 32.86 -50.82 -8.40 -1.82 2.14 4.76
Consumer Goods -0.64 -18.56 -25.69 9.69 -25.69 -2.16 1.56 1.73 7.14
Consumer Services 5.47 -20.08 -30.82 -7.18 -30.82 -9.78 -4.50 -2.52 5.91
Financials 1.55 -33.45 -50.40 -17.66 -50.40 -21.28 -10.05 -1.93 7.59
Health Care 7.04 -13.35 -22.80 8.36 -22.80 -3.66 0.25 1.00 7.65
Industrials 2.12 -24.71 -39.55 13.57 -39.55 -7.88 -0.80 -0.14 6.14
Oil & Gas -4.17 -22.39 -35.77 34.84 -35.77 2.07 13.56 10.68 11.59
Technology 2.36 -25.35 -42.87 15.70 -42.87 -10.05 -5.21 -5.17 8.50
Telecommunications 0.68 -4.56 -32.93 10.04 -32.93 0.32 2.85 -6.72 3.92
Utilities -2.02 -12.08 -30.25 17.76 -30.25 -0.13 7.34 3.45 6.59

Total Return (%) Annualized Total Return (%)
Industry 1-Month 3-Month YTD 2008 1-Year 3-Year 5-Year 10-Year Since Inception

HISTORICAL PERFORMANCE RETURNS

DOW JONES U.S. INDUSTRY INDEXES

CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS

CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS: U.S. INDUSTRY INDEXES VS. U.S. TMI AND SIZE INDEXES

Data based on total-return index values as of December 31, 2008. Inception date December 31, 1991. Correlation data based on monthly total-return index values from
December 30, 2005 to December 31, 2008.

Industry 1000 3000 5000 8000 4000 2000 0001 9000 6000 7000

Basic Materials 0.6554
Consumer Goods 0.4354 1.0000
Consumer Services 0.3797 0.6930 1.0000
Financials 0.2101 0.6765 0.7484 1.0000
Health Care 0.4824 0.7688 0.5839 0.5635 1.0000
Industrials 0.4615 0.6876 0.8312 0.6211 0.5378 1.0000
Oil & Gas 0.6353 0.1634 0.1808 -0.0221 0.1825 0.3721 1.0000
Technology 0.5693 0.6625 0.7423 0.4989 0.5783 0.8422 0.5175 1.0000
Telecommunications 0.5614 0.5805 0.7376 0.5931 0.4788 0.7755 0.4049 0.7317 1.0000
Utilities 1.0000 0.4354 0.3797 0.2101 0.4824 0.4615 0.6353 0.5693 0.5614 1.0000

Industry DJ U.S. DJ U.S. Large-Cap Index DJ  U.S. Mid-Cap Index DJ U.S. Small-Cap Index

Basic Materials 0.7410 0.6915 0.8373 0.7343
Consumer Goods 0.7578 0.7870 0.6310 0.6655
Consumer Services 0.8518 0.8386 0.8270 0.8354
Financials 0.7020 0.7327 0.5756 0.6133
Health Care 0.6927 0.7087 0.6130 0.6013
Industrials 0.8987 0.8829 0.8894 0.8503
Oil & Gas 0.5461 0.5107 0.6136 0.5290
Technology 0.9109 0.8962 0.8879 0.8833
Telecommunications 0.8330 0.8353 0.7791 0.7573
Utilities 0.6542 0.6435 0.6642 0.5629

Source: Dow Jones Indexes. Data through 12/31/2008. The Correlation Coefficients table can be interpreted as a standard correlations crossing table, with the 
order of the sectors on the X axis corresponding to the numbers on the Y axis (those numbers refer to the ICB industry codes for the relevant sectors).  Correlations 
are monthly correlations measured over the trailing three years.
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DOW JONES U.S. INDUSTRY INDEXES

Basic Materials 234.04 2.56%
Consumer Goods 975.80 10.67%
Consumer Services 1,029.17 11.25%
Financials 1,337.79 14.63%
Health Care 1,291.02 14.12%
Industrials 1,186.63 12.97%
Oil & Gas 1,119.76 12.24%
Technology 1,240.86 13.57%
Telecommunications 310.73 3.40%
Utilities 420.56 4.60%

DOW JONES U.S. INDUSTRY REPRESENTATION

Market Cap Weight in
Industry (USD Billions) DJ U.S. Index

Financials
14.63%

Health Care
14.12%
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12.97%

Oil & Gas
12.24%

Consumer 
Services
11.25%

Basic Materials
2.56%

Consumer 
Goods
10.67%Technology
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Telecom.
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 HISTORICAL DOW JONES U.S. INDUSTRY REPRESENTATIONS (%)

Basic Materials 158.45 2.25% 52.80 3.52% 22.79 3.75% 234.04
Consumer Goods 777.68 11.05% 152.21 10.16% 45.91 7.55% 975.80
Consumer Services 783.51 11.13% 175.17 11.69% 70.49 11.58% 1,029.17
Financials 920.55 13.08% 285.51 19.06% 131.74 21.65% 1,337.79
Health Care 1,098.05 15.60% 116.86 7.80% 76.10 12.51% 1,291.02
Industrials 763.43 10.84% 299.61 20.00% 123.60 20.31% 1,186.63
Oil & Gas 1,005.05 14.28% 91.22 6.09% 23.49 3.86% 1,119.76
Technology 993.96 14.12% 169.65 11.32% 77.25 12.70% 1,240.86
Telecommunications 271.36 3.85% 37.46 2.50% 1.91 0.31% 310.73
Utilities 267.77 3.80% 117.63 7.85% 35.17 5.78% 420.56
Total 7,039.80 76.97% 1,498.12 16.38% 608.44 6.65% 9,146.36

DJ U.S. DJ U.S. DJ U.S. DJ U.S. DJ U.S.  DJ U.S.   DJ U.S.
Large-Cap Large-Cap Mid-Cap Mid-Cap Small-Cap Small-Cap TMI

Industry Market Cap Weight Market Cap Weight Market Cap Weight Market Cap

DOW JONES U.S. INDUSTRY REPRESENTATION BY SIZE (IN BILLIONS USD)

Industry 2008 Q4 2007 2006 2005 2004 2003 2002 2001 2000 1999 1998 1997 1996

Basic Materials 2.56 3.70 2.95 2.74 2.67 2.28 1.98 2.47 2.34 3.53 4.31 5.02 6.28
Consumer Goods 10.67 9.15 9.17 9.40 10.22 8.44 8.14 8.34 11.63 13.79 14.72 15.09 15.62
Consumer Services 11.25 10.64 13.99 13.43 12.97 12.84 10.45 14.49 12.57 10.51 9.59 10.09 11.45
Financials 14.63 17.33 21.25 21.01 21.08 19.04 18.02 14.11 16.92 19.31 16.89 15.11 13.51
Health Care 14.12 11.62 12.17 13.33 14.56 14.28 14.23 9.21 12.44 11.35 11.08 11.11 9.90
Industrials 12.97 13.46 12.64 11.87 11.68 12.07 12.54 11.98 11.89 13.47 14.35 14.39 14.50
Oil & Gas 12.24 11.64 7.10 6.05 6.32 5.88 6.00 4.51 5.46 7.17 7.88 7.45 7.91
Technology 13.57 15.06 14.50 16.10 13.53 17.12 19.89 25.59 16.43 11.78 12.25 9.99 8.76
Telecommunications 3.40 3.26 3.00 3.09 3.81 5.03 5.19 6.96 7.20 5.67 5.36 7.29 7.24
Utilities 4.60 4.13 3.24 2.98 3.15 3.02 3.56 2.34 3.12 3.43 3.57 4.45 4.82

Data based on market-cap information as of December 31, 2008.
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Basic Materials 2.95 -34.94 -50.82 32.86 -50.82 -8.40 -1.82 2.14 4.76
Consumer Goods -0.64 -18.56 -25.69 9.69 -25.69 -2.16 1.56 1.73 7.14
Consumer Services 5.47 -20.08 -30.82 -7.18 -30.82 -9.78 -4.50 -2.52 5.91
Financials 1.55 -33.45 -50.40 -17.66 -50.40 -21.28 -10.05 -1.93 7.59
Health Care 7.04 -13.35 -22.80 8.36 -22.80 -3.66 0.25 1.00 7.65
Industrials 2.12 -24.71 -39.55 13.57 -39.55 -7.88 -0.80 -0.14 6.14
Oil & Gas -4.17 -22.39 -35.77 34.84 -35.77 2.07 13.56 10.68 11.59
Technology 2.36 -25.35 -42.87 15.70 -42.87 -10.05 -5.21 -5.17 8.50
Telecommunications 0.68 -4.56 -32.93 10.04 -32.93 0.32 2.85 -6.72 3.92
Utilities -2.02 -12.08 -30.25 17.76 -30.25 -0.13 7.34 3.45 6.59

Total Return (%) Annualized Total Return (%)

Industry 1-Month 3-Month YTD 2008 1-Year 3-Year 5-Year 10-Year Since Inception

HISTORICAL PERFORMANCE RETURNS

DOW JONES U.S. INDUSTRY INDEXES

CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS

CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS: U.S. INDUSTRY INDEXES VS. U.S. TMI AND SIZE INDEXES

Data based on total-return index values as of December 31, 2008. Inception date December 31, 1991. Correlation data based on monthly total-return index values from
December 30, 2005 to December 31, 2008.

Industry 1000 3000 5000 8000 4000 2000 0001 9000 6000 7000

Basic Materials 0.6554
Consumer Goods 0.4354 1.0000
Consumer Services 0.3797 0.6930 1.0000
Financials 0.2101 0.6765 0.7484 1.0000
Health Care 0.4824 0.7688 0.5839 0.5635 1.0000
Industrials 0.4615 0.6876 0.8312 0.6211 0.5378 1.0000
Oil & Gas 0.6353 0.1634 0.1808 -0.0221 0.1825 0.3721 1.0000
Technology 0.5693 0.6625 0.7423 0.4989 0.5783 0.8422 0.5175 1.0000
Telecommunications 0.5614 0.5805 0.7376 0.5931 0.4788 0.7755 0.4049 0.7317 1.0000
Utilities 1.0000 0.4354 0.3797 0.2101 0.4824 0.4615 0.6353 0.5693 0.5614 1.0000

Industry DJ U.S. DJ U.S. Large-Cap Index DJ  U.S. Mid-Cap Index DJ U.S. Small-Cap Index

Basic Materials 0.7410 0.6915 0.8373 0.7343
Consumer Goods 0.7578 0.7870 0.6310 0.6655
Consumer Services 0.8518 0.8386 0.8270 0.8354
Financials 0.7020 0.7327 0.5756 0.6133
Health Care 0.6927 0.7087 0.6130 0.6013
Industrials 0.8987 0.8829 0.8894 0.8503
Oil & Gas 0.5461 0.5107 0.6136 0.5290
Technology 0.9109 0.8962 0.8879 0.8833
Telecommunications 0.8330 0.8353 0.7791 0.7573
Utilities 0.6542 0.6435 0.6642 0.5629
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The Curmudgeon
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By Brad Zigler

Our nation turns  
its lonely eyes  

to baseball

Fix My Income … PLEASE! 

Baseball has long been cherished as 
America’s pastime. With the baseball sea-
son nigh, Wall Streeters and Main Streeters 
alike are now looking to green outfields 
as chromatic relief from an engulfing sea 
of red ink. Yes, investors this spring hope 
the crack of the bat will soon replace the 
splintering of equity.

Baseball isn’t just escapism, though. 
There’s real money to be made in the game. 
Last year, Forbes clocked the value of Major 
League Baseball franchises growing at an 
11 percent annual clip, easily outdoing the 
returns of most other asset classes. Over 
the past decade, says Baseball Prospectus’ 
Nate Silver, only gold’s appreciation rate 
has bettered baseball’s.

And why not? After all, baseball’s essen-
tially a monopoly. There are only 30 teams 
in The Show to satisfy a population of some 
300 million popcorn, peanut and Cracker 
Jack munchers.

Baseball franchises aren’t simply engines 
of capital appreciation, though. They spin 
off income better than most equities and 
debt securities, too. By the latest measures, 
in fact, the average team’s operating mar-
gin was 9 percent. 

That’s a positive 9 percent, mind you, 
even in the throes of a recession. And the 
S&P 500? Well, let’s just say the average 
constituent’s operating income has fallen 
60 percent from year-ago levels. True, divi-
dend yields on the blue chip index—3.1% 
at last look—have risen over the past year, 
but that’s due to a deflation in share prices 
rather than upticks in cash payouts.

Fixed-income investments offer more 
equity-beating cash-on-cash returns. The 
average coupon rate for the NASD/Bloomberg 
Investment Grade U.S. Corporate Bond 
Index, for instance, is now 5.8 percent. 
What’s investment grade today, however, 
may not be so tomorrow. Default prospects 
loom darkly over many issuers nowadays, 
putting some paper holders in line for 
returns just slightly north of bupkes.

Seems to me that the way out of the 
current income pickle is through the ball-

park. If corporate issuers ran their league 
the way MLB franchise owners operate, 
security holders might be assured of better, 
more-consistent returns and some enter-
tainment value as well. 

Take our moribund auto industry, for 
example. Grant the Big Three automakers 
a baseball-like exemption from antitrust 
laws and allow the companies to auction 
their marks to a regional or corporate 
entity, much as ballparks’ naming rights 
are marketed. Think “Ford’s Tough F-150, 
brought to you by Budweiser.” You think 
InBev wouldn’t pay something to have an 
additional 300,000 ads for its suds put out 
on American roads every year?

Certain marks are namesakes for locali-
ties that could be tapped for merchandising 
fees. Chevy’s Malibu, for example, could 
well be supported by the denizens of the 
seaside colony that gave its name to the 
midsize sedan. The town’s advertising mes-
sage, though, would be going considerably 
down market, given the target for the low-
cost family car. Charlie Sheen isn’t likely 
to be seen tootling down the Pacific Coast 
Highway in one of these babies.

There are better prospects for Chevy’s 
Tahoe hybrid SUV. Folks who live in the 
Lake Tahoe region are, in fact, likely buyers 
of the vehicles themselves. 

Too bad Toyota tied up the Tacoma 
brand. Tacoma is home to the Frank Russell 
Company, an outfit, I’m sure, that would 
like nothing better than to see its logo fes-
tooned in parking lots all over the land just 
to thumb its nose at Standard & Poor’s. 

There are plenty of other baseball-fran-
chise-inspired merchandising ideas that can 
be used to help paper issuers and holders. 
How about adaptations of “Fan Appreciation 
Day”? The first 100 customers through the 
door of a bank on a given day could get 
tranches of a mortgage-backed security. Like 
baseball cards, these can be collected in series. 
Receive enough tranches to make up nearly 
the entirety of an MBS and the customer can 
then buy the rest of the paper at a discount, 
taking the asset off the bank’s book. 

Yes, baseball is a worthy model, but 
there are some vexations. For one thing, 
how’s a George Steinbrenner going to fit 
in at Treasury? 




